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The early Oligocene Hog Heaven volcanic field lies in
the northern Little Bitterroot V a l 1ey of northwestern
Montana.
The volcanic rocks host epithermal silver
mineralization at the Flathead Mine.
The field
consists of subareal rhyolitic ashflow tuffs, flows,
intrusions and various vo lc a n i c 1astic rocks.
They rest
unconfo rma bly on the crest of the Purcell anticlinorium
on Proterozoic lower Belt Supergroup rocks, which
themselves contain lead-silver mineralization.
Belt argillites and quartzi tes within the study area
display a strong, near-vertical spaced cleavage which
parallels the Purcell anticlinorium and the regional
NNW-trend ing structural grain of the area.
Later
normal faulting utilized these pre-existing surfaces as
avenues of weakness.
The three main vent areas lie
along these normal faults, suggesting that magma rose
up the faults to the surface.
The stratigraphy is roughly similar at the three
areas where the volcan ics vented and presently outcrop.
Ashflow tuffs rest directly on Belt rocks.
Overlying
these are volcan Ic1astic rocks, principally mudflows
and breccias.
Rhyolitic flows cap the volcanic
sediments adjacent to vent areas.
The Hog Heaven volcan ics are weakly peralum inous with
a restricted range of silica values.
REE patterns and
Otz-Ab-Or diagrams suggest magma formed from a partial
melt of an intermediate to felsic parent, probably as a
result of pressure release and basalt injection.
Mineralization at the Flathead Mine occurs in veins
and disseminated within permeable volcanic sediments.
Heat from a rhyolitic intrusion drove a hydrothermal
convection cell and caused mineralization.
Mines and prospects within the district lie along
NNW-trend ing normal faults, suggesting that faulting
exerted a primary structural control to mineralization.
Hydrothermal fluids removed metals from Belt rocks,
which rose through the Belt cleavage and normal faults
into fractures and permeable volcanic sediments.
The
strongest mineralization occurs where a heat source,
fractures, and permeable horizons intersect.
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In t r o d u c t ion

The Oligocène Hog Heaven volcanic field lies approximately
20 km north of Hot Springs and 20 km west of Flathead Lake
in the northern Little Bitterroot V a l 1ey of northwestern
Montana (Fig.

1).

ashflow tuffs,

The field consists of rhyo l i te flows,

and various volca n i c 1astic rocks that cover

an area of less than 50 square kilometers (Shenon and
Taylor,

1936; P a g e , 1963; Plate

appreciable epithermal
mining district.
produced more
Page

(1963)

volcan ics^

1).

The volcanic rocks host

silver deposits of the Hog Heaven

Min ing operations between

than 6,700,000 o z . of silver.
informally coined the name

to include

the Hog Heaven mining district.

He did not assign a type section

to these rocks,

separated them into two mappable units:
rocks and basalt.
used frequently

Page

^Hog Heaven

the entire sequence of Tertiary

volcanic rocks which host

My mapping

1926 and 1964

The name

felsic extrusive

'Hog Heaven volcan ics' will

indicates that the felsic extrusive rocks of
into ashflow tuff,

v o l c a n i c 1a s t i c , and flow units which describe

the succession

types at each of the three vent areas through time.

1 use the word 'volcan ic 1ast ic'
volcanic material

to describe waterworked

such as mudflows,

volcanic sandstones and

breccias, which may contain a minor component of airfall
tuff .

be

in the text.

(1963) can be further subdivided

of rock

and

The Hog Heaven volcan ics are
reasons.

Their

tectonic setting within an

basin suggests a structural
small

field

interesting for a number of

is distant

control

for

intermontane

their origin.

in both space and time from other

Cenozoic volcanic fields of the Northwest,

and

is perhaps

the northernmost site of Basin and Range volcan is m .
low 87/84Sr

This

Their

is rare for felsic volcanic rocks on continental

crust.
I found that north-str iking ex tensi onal

faults exerted a

major structural

influence on both volcan ism and

mineralization.

Crustal

lower crust which

extension created conditions

led to partial mel ting of lower crustal

rocks, which rose up normal
The north-striking normal

faults to vent at the surface.

fault pattern reflects the

pre-existing late Cretaceous to Pal eocene cleavage
underlying Belt Supergroup rocks.

1ate-stage hydrothermal

in the

Magma may have had little

time to differentiate as It rose through
The

in the

these fractures.

fluids responsible for

mineralization utilized some of these same fractures.
This report describes the Hog Heaven volcan ics and relates
them to their
structural

tectonic environment.

Included

is a brief

study of the underlying Belt Supergroup rocks,

and a look at the Tertiary
adjacent areas.
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P r e v ious Work

Systematic geologic -fieldwork
with Lindgren and Davis,
Treinscont irental

in northwest Montana began

as part of the Northern

Survey (Lindgren,

contributed to the general

1886).

geology of the region

Clapp (1932),

Pardee

(1950),

(1970), Mudge

(1982)

and Woodward (1981).

described Glacial

Later workers who
include

Johns and others (1963), Johns
Pardee

(1942)

Lake Missoula, whose sediments drape

Little Bitterroot Valley floor.

the

Harrison and others (1981)

produced a generalized geologic map of the area, and
Kleinkopf and others (1972), Witkind (1977) and U.S.G.S.
(1969) published seismic and aeromagnetic data of the
regi o n .
Perhaps the first geologist
particular was Meinzer

to discuss the study area

(1917) who completed a water resource

evaluation of the Little Bitterroot Valley.
and Shenon and Taylor

in

Shenon

(1935)

(1936) discussed the ore occurrences

of the Hog Heaven district and the geology of the volcanic
rocks and underlying Belt rocks at the Flathead Mine.

Page

(1963) discussed Belt structure of the area, and briefly
described and named the Hog Heaven volcan ic s .
(1971)

LaPoint

completed a gravity study of the Little Bitterroot

Val ley and Flathead Lake area.

Various mining company

reports give detailed geology of the mining claims.

The

most recent works concerning the geology of the field and

the mine site

include Lange and others (1985) and Jonson and

Czehura <1985).

History of Tectonic s and Associat ed Igneous Act iv ity in
Western Montana

Igneous activity associated wi th late Cretaceous to
Pal eocene compression

in western Montana resulted

emplacement of large batholiths,
Boulder batholi t h s , of
(Tilling,

in the

such as the Idaho and

intermediate to felsic composition

1973; Marvin and others,

1980; Hyndman,

1983).

Some of these batholiths have associated volcanic rocks of
p red om in an1 1y andesitic composition.
In mid- to 1ate-Eocene

time the tectonic style

Montana changed from regional
on both structural
1978; Chadwick,

1985; Fields and others,

bimodal

this was a change

from predominantly

volcanic assemblage

1978; Fig.
quartz

faulting began

(Armst ron g,

1985).

to create

'Basin and

the mostly

intermontane basins of western Montana.

Associated with
activity,

to tension, based

and paléontologie evidence

r a n g e ' -style normal
north-trending

compression

in western

1).

in type of

intermediate plutonic

to a

(Armstro ng, 1978; Chadwick,

This latter assemblage consists of basalt,

1 at ite and r h y o l i te which occupy small

centers adjacent

igneous

to and within

basins of Montana.

the Tertiary

Examples of these

volcanic

intermontane

include the r h y o l i tes

of Beaverhead Canyon and north of Drummond (Chadwick,

1978;

R.W. Fields,

oral

c o m m u n ., 1985),

and basalts of the

Virginia City area (Marvin and others,
A histogram of

1974).

igneous compositions and radiometric age

dates from Montana documents this change

(Fig. 2).

Although

the plot assumes a strong correlation be tween the number of
age dates of rocks of a certain composition and the volume
or extent of those rocks,
According to Figure 2,

certain points stand out.

intermediate to felsic plutonic

activity decreased sharply about 60 m.y.b.p.
on until

about 40 m.y.b.p.

dacite- rhy olite dates

The number of basalt and

increases dramatically between 60-45

m . y . b . p ., and becomes the dominant
Montana throughout

but continued

igneous pattern

the rest of the Tertiary.

in

This time

period corresponds closely to the mid-Eocene estimates for
the beginning of extension and the opening of the
intermontane basins of Montana.
Potassium-argon and rubidium-strontium age dates younger
than mi d-Eocene on the Bitterroot
Batholith do exist,
spurious (McDowell
Likewise,

lobe of the Idaho

but have generally been considered
1966,

1971; Tripp,

1976; H y n d m a n , 1983).

similar fission-track dates have not been accepted

because of possible r e e q u i 1 ibration

(F e r g u s o n , 1972,

1975).

These younger dates could result from temperature decrease
due to regional

uplift and cooling.

Five potass!um-argon age dates on biotite from Hog Heaven
volcanic rocks range

in age between 36.0 and 30.8 m.y.b.p.

(Daniel

and Berg,

1981; Marvin and others,

1984; Table

1).

These ear 1y Oligocene age dates plot on Figure 2 within
later, bimodal

suite of

A 5,2 m .y , span of
small

the

igneous rocks.

igneous activity seems too long for a

volcanic field.

This suggests that argon

loss may be

a problem for some of the age dates of the Hog Heaven
volcan ic s .
pile

One of the youngest age dates of the volcanic

is from an ashflow tuff at the bottom of the section;

it has almost certainly leaked a r g o n .
However,

the cluster

is tight enough

to indicate

that the

older age dates are probably a good estimate of the real
of the rocks.
older,

age

If the Hog Heaven field was considerably

then the age dates would not cluster,

the time between

but would span

the true age to the time of the resetting

event.
Plate

tectonic reconstructions suggest

that subduction was

occurring along western North America at this latitude until
at least Oligocene

time (At water, 1970; Coney,

1978).

The

andesitic Clarno and John Day volcan ics of eastern Oregon
demonstrate

that calc-alkaline

intermediate volcan 1sm was

going on during early Oligocene time (Fisher and Rensburger,
1972; Armstrong,

1978).

Hog Heaven volcanic rocks formed

many hundreds of kilometers
Igneous activity
mi d-Eocene

time.

inland of these volcanic suites.

in Mon tana appears to have waned after
Only sporadic volcan ism occurred

Mon tan a co ntemporaneous!y with

in

the Hog Heaven volcan ic s ; the

Extension
begins

f ïïïïl O ther
I

I Docite, rhyolite
Basalt
Andésite
Intermed.’ felsic
plutonic rocks

0

Central MT alkalic
province

1

0

Hog Heaven

60
Age Imybpl

Figure 2:

Histogram of age dates for different igneous rock types in
Montana from late Cretaceous to present. From Armstrong,
1975, 1978; Armstrong and others, 1982; Chadwick, 1978,
1980; Daniel and Berg, 1981; Marvin and others 1974, 1980,
1984; Schmidt, 1978.

nearest are the Lincoln and Helena fields which outcrop over
150 km to the southeast

(Fig.

1),

Slightly younger volcanic

rocks near Drummond are equally distant.
Figure 2 shows that volcan ism in Montana diminished
further after Oligocene
ceased between

time (Hog Heaven volcan ism) and

15 and 5 m.y.b.p.

Pre-Volcanic Geology

General

The study area lies within

the western portion of the

Northern Disturbed Belt, as defined by Mudge
This region

<1982; Fig.

1).

is charac ter ized by Proterozoic Belt Supergroup

rocks which were

thrusted eastwards many kilometers during

late Cretaceous to Pal eocene orogeny (Price and Kluuver,
1974; Harrison and others,

1980),

The study area lies just east of the crest of the Purcell
anticlinorium,

a major NNW-trending structural

western Montana.

The Purcell

represents a hanging wall
continental

crust

feature of

anticlinorium probably

anticline situated on a thickened

(Harrison and others,

1980; Cook,

1985).

Eastward-moving thrust plates ramped upwards and over
obstacle,

creating the anticlinorium.

Erosion or tectonic

denudation has exposed lower and middle Belt rocks at
crest.

this

its

10

Table 1.

Part I.

Isotope Data of the Hog Heaven Volcanlcs

K-Ar Biotite Age Dates

Rock Name

Age

’’Andésite” porphyry
flow

Location
(Plate 1)

Reference

a) 35.5 +/-0.8
b) 36.0 +/-0.8

25

Marvin and
others, 1984

’’Andésite” tuff

31.3 +/-0.6

10

II

II

"Andésite” tuff

34.9 +/-0.6

Bull. Hill

II

II

Battle Butte "latite”

30.8 +/-2.4

16

Daniel and
Berg, 1981

Pb Isotope Data (from Zartman and Stacey, 1971)

Fart II.

pb208

Pb^()^
Location

Pb^()4

Flathead Mine

16.831

15.299

36.857

West Flathead

16.794

15.296

36.797

Battle Butte Mine

16.818

15.299

36.611

Part III.

Pb^04

®^Sr/®^Sr Data

Sample

Rb-ppm

Sr--ppm

Measured
®^Sr/®^Sr

ZN002B

119.6

1200.4

0.70402

Initial

«'sr/«Sr

0.70390

il

The continental

Archean and lower Proterozoic basement

rocks are nowhere exposed
underlie

them at depth

Exposures
arching,

in the study area,

(Harrison and others,

in the region are

the southeast.

to the east,

to the southwest,

and the Dillon Block

the
to

There, Archean basement rocks consist of

granitic orthogneisses,

limestones and dolomites,

corundum gneisses (Hyndman,
personal

1930).

limited to areas of crustal

such as the Salmon River Arch

Little Belt Mountains

but may

and

1983; Alt and W e h r e n b u r g ,

communication).

Belt Sedimentary Rocks

Proterozoic Belt Supergroup rocks unconfor mab ly underlie
the Hog Heaven volcanic field.
map ped them as Ravalli
Harrison

Shenon and Taylor

(1936)

Group and the Wallace Formation,

(1974) mapped these rocks as part of the Burke

Formation of the Ravalli

G r o u p , while Mauk

them Reve 11 Formation of the Ravalli

(1983)

Group.

called

In the study

area they form a rather monotonous sequence of thin- to
thick-bedded argillites and q u a r t z i tes, and lesser massive
q u a r t z i tes. Beds common 1y range from 5 cm to a few meters
'(ness,

in

and contain we 11-preserved sedimentary structures

such as ripple marks and graded beds.
Rocks of the underlying Prichard Formation also outcrop
the south and west of the study area.
interbedded quar tz it e , siltite,

to^

They consist of

and argillite

(Ross,

1963);

1:

most outcrops of them

in the Little Bitterroot V a l 1ey are

metamorphosed si 1tstones and silty sandstones.
The R a v a l 1 I Group and the Prichard Formation contain
anomalous amounts of silver and base metals.

The Ravalli

Group hosts disseminated silver mineralization at the Troy
Mine and

in the Cabinet Mountains of Montana,

base me tal-bear ing veins

and silver and

in the Coeur d^Alene district of

Idaho (Banister and others,

1981; Lange and Sherry 1983,

1986).
The similarity of units made stratigraphie correlations
and fault

throw estimates difficult.

(1963) and Harrison and others (1981)

I relied on Page
for

their map

locations of contacts between Belt units.

Belt Structure and Me ta morphism

The Belt argillites and q u a rtzites
Bitterroot Valley dip gently west
the study area,

and gently east

in the northern Little

in the western portion of

in the eastern part of the

map area, reflecting their position at the top of the
Purcell

an t ic 1 inor iu m .

Cenozoic normal

rotated Belt rocks over 50°,
west of Sullivan Hill.
near horizontal

Generally,

(Fig. 3).

companion folds are open,
southward (Page,

1963).

as seen

faulting locally

in a small

though.

Megascopic

fault sliver

Belt beds are

to mesoscopic

and typically plunge a few degrees,
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Many Belt outcrops display a near-ver t ical
spaced c 1eavage which ranges from weak
less competent units;
bedding

the cleavage

in the argillites and

(PI ate 2 > .

to very strong

is prominent

in the quartzites

1 to 5 per

centimeter and strikes northward, parallel

The cleavage
the Purcell
axial

(Fig,

in

locally obliterates

Cleavage spacings are about

tectonic grain

to west-dipping

to the regional

4>.

is parallel

anticlinorium.

to and located near
This cleavage

plane cleavage associated with

the core of

is most

likely an

the Purcell

anticlinorium, which formed in response

to the stepping of

thrust sheets over a ramp along the edge of thickened
continental

crust during late Cretaceous to Pal eocene

thrusting (Harrison and others,

1980).

Since spaced

cleavage requires a substantial

depth of formation,

formation certainly predates the deroofing event
exposed

its

that

it .

Engelder and Marshak

(1984) suggest

type forms at moderate depths
of fault rupture yet above
penetrative deformation,

that cleavage of this

in the crust, below the zone

the zone of slaty cleavage or

about 4-6 km deep.

As the volcanic rocks rest directly on top of Belt rocks
that display this fracture cleavage,

the cleavage yields a

ballpark estimate of the thickness of material
tec ton ism or erosion between

removed by

the time of formation of the

cleavage and early Oligocene volcan is m ,

Assuming early

14

Figure 3:

Stereonet showing poles to bedding for Belt Supergroup
rocks of the northern Little Bitterroot Valley.
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Pal eocene as a minimum age for the formation of the cleavage
and 5 km as a min imum depth,

an average of about 0.16 mm of

Belt rock must have been removed per year.

Erosion of more

easily weath ere d volcanic rocks proceeded much
from Oligocene

time to the present,

less rapidly

about 0.008 mm/year,

judging from erosion of the volcanic sediments at and around
Sullivan Hill

(see below).

Either

the overlying material

was removed tec to nical1y , or erosion rates were about
times greater
Normal

twenty

in early Tertiary time.

faulting

in the Little Bitterroot Valley must have

occurred during or after

the removal

of this overlying material;
would have been

of a substantial

amount

otherwise stress

in the rocks

taken up by mechanisms other

than brittle

fai 1u r e .
Belt argillites range from almost unmetamorphosed through
chlorite

to blotite zone rocks strat igraph ic a l 1y lower

the section.

Chlorite,

common

Prichard Formation argillites,
while biotite

in Ravalli

in

Group and upper

is always very fine-grained,

in the Prichard Formation can form crystals up

to 2 mm across. The chlorite and biotite do not display a
preferred orientation
the fracture cleavage.

in the rock, nor do they form along
These minerals thus formed during

burial metamor phis m prior
Although

to the formation of the cleavage.

the chlorite could be a retrograde mineral,

stratigraphie

location of chlorite and biotite

prograde metamorphism.

the

implies

16

Plate 2:

Near—vertical spaced cleavage in Ravalli Group
argillite. Bedding Is sub-horizontal.
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N

Figure 4:

Stereonet showing poles to spaced cleavage within
Belt Supergroup rocks of the northern Little
Bitterroot Valley.
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Belt rocks weather

less easily than the volcanic rocks or

Lake Mis soula sediments,

as they form prominent ridges and

underlie most regions of steeper

topography.

The volcanic

rocks generally form low hills and occupy regions of subdued
topo gra phy .

Faulting and Sedimentation

in the Little Bitterroot V a l 1ey

General

The Little Bitterroot V a l 1ey trends NNW, parallel
structural

grain of the region.

six to eight kilometers wide.

to the

The valley averages about
Mountain ranges on either

side rise 300-800 m to altitudes of 1500-2500 m .
The principle drainages of the valley, Sullivan Creek and
the Little Bitterroot River, are perennial
underfit

in relation

to the valley size.

south down either side of the valley,
of the valley by structural

Regional

streams presently
These streams flow

suggesting formation

control.

Context

The Little Bitterroot Valley seems to have formed
similarly to m an y of the
Montana.

Pardee

intermontane basins of western

(1950), Kuenzi

Fields and others (1985) believe

and Fields <1971), and
that Tertiary normal

faulting modif ied a preexisting low-relief surface
dissected by through-going streams and rivers.
faulting downdropped areas to form basins,

that was

This

and uplifted
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adjoining a r e a s , creating a basin and range
places drainages were disrupted,

topography.

In

altering the courses of

rivers and allowing extensive basin deposits to develop.
Fields and others (1985) contend that ex tens ional
in southwestern Montana

intensified during two periods.

Intense faulting occurred from middle Eocene
Oligocene

faulting

to early

time and was responsible for early basin

formation.

Faulting preceeded and was contemporaneous with

deposition of fine-grained early basin sediments (Renova
Formation;

Fig.5).

A second period of

intense fault

activity

in the early Miocene

erosion,

upon which mid- to late- Miocene

Formation)
Although

(Six Mile Creek

basin sediments were deposited.
the Hog Heaven volcan ics are Renova-age

equivalents,
Fine-grained,
study area.

time caused uplift and

the similarities seem to end there.
Renova-type sediments do not outcrop
Quartz

in the

1at i te to rhyolitic flows and ashflows

comprise a large portion of Hog Heaven rocks; ash
only volcanic material

is the

in the Renova Formation.

Coarse-grained grave 1 conglomerates,

younger

than the Hog

Heaven volcan ic s , drape some hillsides in the northern
Little Bitterroot Valley.
Creek Formation equivalent.

They may be a Miocene Six Mile
The Six Mile Creek Formation

consists of locally-derived coarse-grained sandstones and
conglomerates within
Mon tana (Kuenzi

intermontane valleys of southwestern

and Fields,

1971; Fig. 5).

The
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conglomerates and coarse sandstones of the Little Bitterroot
V a l 1ey have not been dated,

though on they appear

to be

tilted less steeply than the volcanic rocks.
The nor thwest-trend ing Kishenehn Basin 80 km to the north
contains late Paleogene sediments derived from the hanging
wall

of the Lewis thrust plate

(Consten ius,

occurred along the Flathead listric normal
suggests that

1982).

Movement

fault system and

it had activated by that time.

Consten ius

found that the Flathead fault system flattens with depth and
merges with a reactivated segment of the Lewis thr us t.

Paleociimate

Thompson and others <1982) concluded that the Tertiary
Northern Rockies experienced an arid to semi ar id climate,
punctuated by major wet
Heaven

intervals.

The early Oligocene

time) was a period of semi ar id climate wedged between

two wetter

intervals

In mi d-Eocene and early Miocene

shown by periods of nondeposition on Figure 5.
fossils found

Climate,

Plant

(Table 2).

time and tectonics

deposition will

occur

influence whether erosion or

in a subareal

climate fosters subareal
inadequate

times,

in the Hog Heaven volcan Ics record a semiarid,

temperate environment

others,

(Hog

setting.

An arid

deposition because str eamf1ow is

to evacuate sediments from basins (Thompson and

1982).

Thus,

the presence of Tertiary sediments may

imply that the climate at that time

tended towards aridity.
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Figure 5:

Tertiary stratigraphy of southwestern
Montana, from Fields and others (1985)
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Conversely,

the ear 1y Miocene uncon-formi ty occurred during < »

wet period when greater str e a m f 1ow helped evacuate

the

bas Ins.

Sediment and Erosion History

The distribution of volcanic material
on Plate

1 suggests that

and topography foun( j

the bulk of volcanic-derived

sediments moved south from the major vents at the Flathead
Mine and the Sunset Quarry a r e a .
outcrop

The

lack of volcanic

in the Sullivan Creek drainage south of Niarada

indicates that

this was not a major drainage at that time;

sediments were probably channelled through the Sullivan Hi 1 1
area.
Coarse-grai ned volcanic sandstones lie directly under a
quartz

trachyte flow at Location

1 just west of BM Niarada.

These Oligocene sediments outcrop at least 100 m above

the

present floor of the Little Bitterroot Valley,

indicating

that a substantial

has been

amount of volcanic material

eroded from the valley since

that time.

This appears true

even allowing for later uplift of the hill

at BM Niarada.

Because a few tens of meters of Pleistocene Lake Missoula
sediments drape
valley floor

the valley floor

is higher

than

In this area,

it was

the present

in the past.

At Location 2, about 250 m of volcanic sediments has been
eroded since Oligocene

time (Fig. 6), yielding an average

erosion rate of about 0.008 mm/year.
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Table 2.

Plant Fossils from the Hog Heaven Volcanlcs

Megafossils
Ferns— Osmunda sp.
Conifers— Taxodium sp. (Bald Cypress)
Angiosperms (Flowering Plants)—
Zelkova sp. (Keaki Tree)
Ulmus sp. (Elm)
?AInus sp. (Alder)

Pollen
Pinus sp. (Pine)

Interpretation (by Daniel Garcia)
All of the leaves from the flowering plants have serrated leaf
margins, which indicates a temperate climate.
is indicative of swampy habits.
ture extremes were low.

The conifer, Taxodium,

These facts may indicate that tempera

Because only pine pollen was found, pine trees

may have occurred in upland areas.
a more reliable interpretation.

More collecting needs to be done for
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Erosion rates higher
time

than this occurred before Miocene

if the younger coarse conglomerates are Six Mile Creek

Formation

(Mi o c e n e ) equivalents.

At

the Sunset Quarry

(Location 3 > , and in a quarry at Location 2, these
conglomerates outcrop near

the valley bottom.

Hog Heaven

volcanic rocks crop out underneath and on the hillsides
(Figure 6).

The field relations permit an estimate of rate

of erosion be tween Hog Heaven volcan ism and early Miocene
time of approx imate1y 0.02 mm/year.
conglomerate once existed,
elevation above

Judging from

its maximum

the valley floor at Locations 2 and 3.

The field relations shown

in Figure 6 indicate that

valley filled with volcanic sediment
eroded somewhat,
clastic material,
glacial

Perhaps 100 m of this

in Oligocene

refilled to a lesser extent with
eroded down again,

Lake Mis soula sediments

the

time,
the coarse

and was draped with

in Pleistocene

time.

Faulting in the Little Bitterroot Valley

Although normal
Valley,

faults are common

their exact

location

in the Little Bitterroot

is problematic for several

r e a s o n s , including poor exposures and the lack of
stratigraphie controls
(1963),

in both

the Belt and the volcanic

rocks.

Page

(1971),

and Harrison and others (1981) show numerous

north-striking normal

Johns and others (1963), LaPoint

faults throughout

few of their map ped fault

the study area, but

traces coincide.

^5

FLOW

VOLCANICLASTIC
UNIT

ASHfLOW UHtT

6.
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Accordingly,
placement

I estimated the reliability of fault

as good, fair,

designation of ^good^
criteria;

<1)

criteria,

A

required 2 or more of the following

linear fault breccia zones,

strat igraph ic units,
the Belt.

and inferred for Plate 1,

(2) offset of

or (3) volcan ic units dipping towards

^Fa ir ^ reliability required 1 of the above
plus surficial

features such as abrupt

topography changes or aligned saddles.
were plotted on the basis of surficial
poor exposure prevented an otherwise

linear

^Inferred'

faults

features or where

'good'' or 'fair' fault

to be adequately located.
LaPoint
normal

(1971)

and Harrison and others <1981) show the big

faults which formed the Little Bitterroot V a l 1ey to

be steeply-dipping homothetic normal

faults.

the same direction as the downdropped block,
between units
which cut

is additive.

Beds dip

so that offset

In contrast, many of the faults

the volcanic rocks on the floor of the Little

Bitterroot Valley are antithetic faults, whose offset
to cancel
Normal
Valley

tends

out.
faulting within

is parallel

the northern Little Bitterroot

to the NNW-striking late Cretaceous to

Pal eocene structural

grain of the region.

the orientations of spaced cleavage
of normal

in

faults within

Figure 7 compares

in Belt rocks with

those

the Little Bitterroot Valley. The

two are essentially parallel,

suggesting that the faults

utilized these preexisting planes of weakness.
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The

lack of stratigraphic control within either

the

volcan ic rocks or the underlying Belt argillites and
quartzites make

it difficult

to assess pre-eruption

topography and whether faulting had begun
Bitterroot V a l 1ey area prior
lines of reasoning suggest

in the Little

to volcan ism.

that normal

formation preceeded volcan ism.

They

H o w e v e r , several

faulting and basin

include:

(1) The Little Bitterroot Valley appears to resemble
Tertiary basins of southwestern Montana.

Faulting

the

in those

basins had for the most part begun by early Oligocene.
Movement on the nearby Flathead normal

fault system had

begun by this time.
(2)

If volcan ism preceeded faulting and basin formation,

then an equal

volume of volcanic material

to cap surrounding ridges;
volcanic material

would be expected

this is not the c a s e .

No

has been found on surrounding hills, and

even allowing for greater erosion on ridges, some volcanic
rocks would probably remain,
<3) The great bulk of volcanic sediments, and most of the
ashflows lie to the south of the assumed vents, at the
bottom of the valley.

This

indicates that drainages flowed

south at the time of deposition,

and that the ancestral

Little Bitterroot Valley had formed by that
<4) All
adjacent

time.

of the known or suspected vent sites lie on or
to w e l 1-documented normal

that magma rose

through

faults.

This suggests

these preexisting zones of weakness.
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RELATIONSHIP B E T W E E N L A R A M I D E
BELT CLEA V A G E
A N D TERTIARY
N O R M A L FAULT ORIENTATIONS
N

E*W strike slip faults

Figure 7 :

Stereonet showing relationship of Belt spaced
cleavage (contour lines of cleavage density) to
Tertiary normal and strike-slip faults (poles
to fault surfaces).
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In al 1 the places where
seen or

the Belt-volcanic contact can be

Infe rre d, no extensive clastic deposits were seen to

underlie

the volcanic rocks.

rest directly on Belt rocks,
paleosol.

The volcanic rocks apparently
or at best atop a thin

This seems to indicate

that

insuff ic ie n t time had

elapsed from the time of basin formation until
occurred for significant stream deposition
The normal

faults adjacent

volcanic rocks.
after,

volcan ism

to occur.

to volcanic vents cut the

Thus these faults were active before,

and possibly during volcan ism.

The few strike and dip measurements taken
t u f f s , ash horizons,

and volcanic sandstones record gentle,

generally westward dips.
as Montana

in the volcanic

In an ex tens ional

in the Oligocene,

environment such

it is reasonable

to assume

bedding dips are due to tilted fault blocks rather
compressive style folding.

Tilted fault blocks

that

than

imply that

the fault surfaces curve and shallow with depth (Dav is ,
1984).
Where attitudes on volcanic rocks are available,
assuming a nearly horizontal

deposit!onal

of the throw of these faults are possible
However,

surface,

other faults,

estimates

(Table 3).

these estimates may not be reliable.

alluvium probably conceal

and

Soil

and

and the

pa leotopography wa s probably not level.
Interest ingly , the Belt rocks show very shallow dips of
about 4o to the west,

a more gentle dip than

the overlying
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volcanic r o c k s . This suggests that
prior

they dipped eastwards

to vol can ism and valley -formation.

in this area have
Purcell

The normal

locally modi-fled the surface

trace of the

anticlinorium.

Tert iar y faults within

the Little Bitterroot V a l 1ey not

only cut saddles and follow stream channels,
and cut hill tops as we 11 .
where

-faults

ThIs

they also splay

is eas i1y seen at Locat ion 4

the Sullivan Creek Fault juxtaposes Belt against

volcanic sediments on a hilltop north of the turnoff
Browns Meadow P a s s .

A similar fault cuts a hill

to

as seen

in

a prospect pit at Location 5.
East-west strike-slip faults also cut
These faults parallel
Montana,

other structural

features of northwest

such as the Montana Lineament.

from late Cretaceous to Pal eocene
(Harr ison and others,

They may result

thrust plate rotations

1980), or Tertiary extension.

An east-west right-lateral
through

the study a r e a .

fault,

the Big Draw fault,

runs

the Big Draw and apparently cuts the volcanic rocks

north of Sullivan Hill.
post-01 igocene

time.

offset occurred and
Bitterroot Valley

If approximate 1y 3 km of right-lateral
Is removed,

the northern Little

takes on a simpler, more

Another east-west fault,
Flathead Mine

Movement may have occurred during

the South fault,

and displays normal

linear s h a p e .
crosses the

movement.

»
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Table 3.

Fault Offset and Stratigraphie Thickness Estimates

This method uses dips of beds to calculate the thickness along a
projected horizontal surface.

It assumes (a) a level paleotopography,

(b) vertical fault planes, and (c) no other faulting between the
measured sections.

Name/Location

Hypotenuse

Sullivan Cr, Fault

Angle

Est imated
Thickness/(

1675 m

14°

417 m

Eastern ashflow unit

822 m

14°

205 m

Eastern volcanic sediment unit

609 m

14°

254 m

Sullivan Hill Fault

3040 m

9°

481 m

M

3040 m

20°

1106 m

Southern ashflow unit

2128 m

9°

336 m

II

2128 m

20°

774 m

Southern volcanic sediment unit

914 m

9°

245 m

II

914 m

20°

432 m

M

II

II

It

II

II

ti
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Gravity Study of the Little Bitterroot V a l 1 ey

LaPoint

(1971)

completed a gravity study of the area south

of the Kofford Ridge and Hubbard Reservoir quadrangles (Fig.
8).

His data show significant gravity lows corresponding to

the Big Draw area and the central

part of the Little

Bitterroot Valley Just south of the study area.
LaPoint
spots

(1981)

believed these gravity lows outline deep

In the valley where

or exceed 300 m.
responsible for
However,

the depths to Belt bedrock reach

His work assumed that normal

faulting was

the formation of the valley.

the faults shown on LaPoint^s cross sections of

the Little Bitterroot Valley do not appear detectable by his
gravity s t u d y .
density,

nor

They do not offset units of differing

is there an abrupt change

corresponding to the faults.

in gravity

Still, my mapping tends to

confirm that basins occur where he placed them; for example,
the Sullivan Hill

fault appears to have downdropped the

volcanic rocks on

its eastern side, forming the western

boundary of the gravity low in the northernmost Little
Bitterroot Valley.

Recent FaultIng

The Little Bitterroot Valley lies at the extreme northern
end of the Intermountain Seismic Belt (Smith and S b a r ,
1974).

Recent seismicity centers around the Big Arm area of
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Flathead L a k e , but extends westwards
(Witkind,

into the study area

1977).

A north-striking fault s c a r p , possibly Recent

in age,

occurs Just south of Hubbard Reservoir at Location 6.
Preliminary studies

indicate

that Pleistocene glacial

Mis soul a sediments which drape
as much as 4o to the w e s t .

Lake

the valley floor are tilted
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SCALE

CONTOURS
CONTOUR INTERVA. 2 MLUGALS
DASHED WHERE INFERRED

• MILES

6

114*45'

17*92

47*90'
SI6

DRAW

7*40'

g
114*49"

Figure 8:

M4*4Cf

114*30*

Bouguer gravity nap of the Flathead Lake region. Note
gravity lows in the Big Draw and central Little
Bitterroot Valley, fror.i LaPoint (1971). The gravity
lows nay contain 320 n of sediment.

"4*2#

Tertia ry Stratigraphy
I n t r o d u c t ion

The Hog Heaven volcan ics record a series of eruptions

In

the northern Little Bitterroot V a l 1ey during early Oligocene
time.

Five potass Ium-argon dates from the 1at Ite flows and

tuffs
36.0

indicate

that activity lasted for about 5 m.y., from

to 30.8 m.y.

1984; Tab!e

(Daniel

and Berg,

1).

Poor exposures, weathering,
erosion

1981; Marvin and others,

hydrothermal

alteration, and

limit stratI graph Ic correlations within

Heaven volcanic field.
to assess the original

These factors also make

the Hog
it difficult

extent of the units, or to determine

whether

they existed between

the

exist.

The presence of multiple vents further suggests that

correlations of units adjacent

isolated exposures that now

to each vent may be

impossi b 1 e .
The Hog Heaven volcan ics can be described most accurately
as three separate sequences, each with
vents,

separated by faulting,

Belt outcrop,

Volcanic material

(Plate

Mine,

in the easternmost Hubbard Reservoir, westernmost Lake

to the Flathead

and northernmost Niarada quadrangles,

the Eastern volcanic s e q u e n c e .
central

adjacent

or post-TertIary

cover

Mary Ronan,

1).

its own vent or

Volcanic rocks

comprises

in the

and western Hubbard Reservoir quadrangle and

easternmost Murr Peak quadrangle make up the Western
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volcanic s e q u e n c e .

The Western volcanic sequence

is

separated from the Eastern volcanic sequence by Kofford
Ridge,
fault,

Outcrops of volcanic rocks south of the Big Draw
in the Mill

quadrangles,
All

Pocket Creek and western Niarada

constitute

the Southern volcanic seq ue nce.

three sequences share distinct similarities

type and s t r a t i g r a p h y ,

in rock

In g e n e r a l , these sequences record

early ashflow eruptions that rest on Precambrian Belt rocks.
Later mudflows,

volcanic breccias,

along with ashflow eruptions
volcanic activity.

and lacustrine deposits

indicate a relative

lull

in

Finally, r hyo li te domes and flows

erupted onto the volcaniclastic rocks.
Although

it seems appealing to consider

the similar units

in each sequence as having occurred simultaneously,
probably not

the case.

In general, volcanic activity within

a field often Jumps from one vent to another,

and each vent

complex may evolve similarly though not correlate
It

Is therefore safer

this is

to consider

in time.

the units near each vent

separately.
In the area north of Sullivan Hill, material

from the

southern and western sequences converge along the

inferred

traces of the Big Draw and Sunset Quarry faults.

The

distinction between
area.

Even

removed,

the two sequences

is arbi trary in this

if post-volcanic movement along this fault

volcanic rocks from the two sequences probably

over 1apped.

is
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Ter tiary Buried Soil

(Tps)

The angular unconform ity be tween the Hog Heaven volcanlcs
and the underlying Proterozoic Belt Supergroup rocks locally
contains buried soil
paleo-soil

as much as a few meters thick.

consists of angular fragments of Belt rocks in a

fine grained Belt-derived matrix
breccia"

This

by miners),

sources (LaPoint,

(called "Belt on Belt

or of blocky gravels derived from local

1971).

A well-exposed paleo-soil

at the

Belt-volcanic contact can be seen along the Hog Heaven Road
at Locality 7, and at the West Flathead Mine.
pale o - s o i 1s do not underlie
probably younger
Paleo-soil

Other

the volcanic rocks and are

in age.

horizons form level

to gently sloping surfaces

that are relatively uncut by drainages or other

indications

of erosion.

in slope

Often

they occupy a distinct break

between Belt outcrops and Pleistocene Lake Missoula silts
which fill

the valleys.

Eastern Volcanic Sequence

Introduct ion

The Eastern volcanic sequence
principally because
district.

is the best k n o w n ,

it contains the Hog Heaven mining

Detailed mapping by Shenon and Taylor

Johns (1970),

(1936),

and mi ning company geologists has concentrated

on the mine property.

Page

(1963) mapped the northern
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portion of the sequence,
one unit.

but

lumped the volcanic rocks into

The basic stratigraphy

is shown on Figure 9.

Early R h y o l i te Dome of the Eastern volcanic sequence (Tede)

A small,

quartz

1at ite body outcrops along the Hog Heaven

Road at the boundary between
quadrangles (Locality 4).

the Niarada and Kofford Ridge

This unit, probably a dome,

lies

directly on Belt Series rocks next to the Hog Heaven Fault.
No other flow or dome-forming rock crops out for several
kilometers

in any direction,

and its stratigraphie

location

and pétrographie characteristics are different from them.
Plagioclase,
rest

sanidine, bi otite, and quartz phenocrysts

in a fine-grained fel si c groundmass.

changes

in phenocryst

Significant

type and amount between different

samples within a small

area suggest

that several

different

phases are represented.
This unit,

in fault contact with

the ashflow tuff, rests

directly on Belt rocks, so the relative age assignment
uncertain.
underlie

Since

is

the tuff blankets the area but does not

this unit,

it may be y o u n g e r .

Although

the

composition and phenocryst phases of the tuff and the dome
differ substantially,
from this vent.

it is possible

that the tuff erupted
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A s h f 1ow Tuff of the Eastern Volcan ic Sequence (Tae)

The ashflow tuff

is a massive,

low~density,

yellow-grey to

grey, partially wel ded rhyolite containing phenocrysts of
sanidine,

plagioclase,

and bi ot ite in a glassy,

readily-weathered matrix.

Pebble- to cobble-sized clasts of

s u b a n g u 1ar to subrounded Belt argillite comprise about
5%-l5% of the rock,
portion of

and are more abundant

the section.

Belt paleo-soil,

in the lower

The unit rests on Belt rocks or

and forms low, rounded hills containing few

good exposures.
The ashflow outcrops east of the road
Kofford Ridge quadrangle,
Heaven Road
normal

and both west and east of the Hog

in the northern Niarada quadrangle.

fault runs nearly parallel

vicinity,

in the southernmost

to the road

dropping the east side down,

'^sections from different stratigraphie
of the Hog Heaven road
welding, with pumice
3; Locality 8).

Because a

in this

these outcrops expose
levels.

The hill west

is composed of tuff from the zone of

1ength:width ratios of about 5:1

(Plate

An exposure east of the road displays

prominent vapor-phase

textures (Plate 4; Locality 9) and

columnar Jointing.
The

thickness of this unit

is probably much greater

is difficult

to determine but

than the approximately 20 m seen

in

any given exposure ; I estimated 205 m using measurements of
dip and horizontal

run (Table 3),
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EASTERN VOLCANIC SEQUENCE
HOG HEAVEN VOLCANICS

Tede a i r e - FLOWS a DOMES

■g• .** ;

-

.m

400-

:' :

of rhyolitic, quartz lo tite, and
quartz trachyte composition.
Both pre- d post-mineralization
flows occur; some may predate
the earliest ashflow eruptions

/O'/

Tvce-VOLCANICLASTIC UNIT
composed primarily of mudflows
volcanic breccias* waterlain

300

tuffs and conglomerates* and
ashflow tu ffs

200

Tae-ASHFLOW TU FF

UNIT

composed of nonwelded

100

to

densely welded* rhyolitic
ashflow tuffs with sparse
voicaniclastic

interbeds

or mi f y

p€br-RAVALLI GROUP (lower Beit)
mterbedded quartzite B argillite
Ht (m)

Figure 9:

Stratigraphie column of the Eastern Volcanic Sequence
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Chemical
comprise

evidence

indicates that at least two flow units

this ashflow unit.

Chemical

analyses of pumice

from ZN009 and the groundmass of 2N022 reveal
amounts of every major oxide,
volcanic field as a whole.
adequately explain

differing

about as much variance as the

Simple fractionation cannot

this difference.

The overlying voicaniclastic unit rests directly on the
welded zone of the ashflow west of the Hog Heaven road.
This suggests that

the vapor phase and upper unwelded zones

of the ashflow were removed by erosion prior
of the volcanic sediments.

to deposition

The Hog Heaven Fault,

therefore,

was probably active during that time.
Marvin and others <1984) obtained a potass!um-argon date
on bi ot ite of 31.3 +/- 0.6 m.y,
the second youngest recorded
yet

the unit

from the ashflow.

is

in the Hog Heaven volcanics,

is strati graphically the lowest.

has probably been a problem

This

Argon

leakage

in this rock.

A pebble-sized clast of feldspar-biotite-quartz schist
(ZN025F)

found near Locality 10 is a metamorphosed

granodiorite.

Because no schistose rocks similar

sample outcrop anywhere
probably brought

in the region,

to this

the clast was

to the surface during the ashflow eruption.

Mudfl ows are sometimes very difficult

to differentiate

from poorly-welded ashflows (P a r s o n s , 1970; Sparks and
W a l k e r , 1973), and this unit

Is no exception.

For

instance,

at Locality 11, altered and weathered tuff contains sparse,
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Plate 3:

Moderately- welded rhyolite tuff from Eastern
Sequence, containing squashed pumice fragments
and subangular Belt clasts. Sample is about
12 cm in length.
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M

Plate 4:

Vapor phase zone in partially welded tuff east of
Hog Heaven Road. Vapor phase crystallization has
occurred within pumice clasts; these minerals have
weathered out, leaving elongate hollowed-out spaces
which define a crude foliation. Lens cap is for
scale.
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clast-supported Belt pebble zones wh ich resemble waterworked
breccias.
material

This
close

is probably a thin bed of reworked volcanic
to or at the base of a flow unit.

A very poorly exposed and deeply weathered tuff outcrops
in the eastern study area at and around Locality 12, and is
assigned to this unit.
area

The matrix

is weathe red and crumbly,

b iot ite flakes,

and Belt clasts

in outcrops from this

yet they contain sanidine,
in the same proportions as

other exposures of the ashflow unit.
Rocks similar

to these ashflow tuffs outcrop

stratigraphie position

in the same

in both the Southern and Western

volcanic sequences.

Volcan iclast ic Rocks of the Eastern Volcanic Sequence

(Tvce)

The voicaniclastic unit of the Eastern volcanic sequence
lies st rat igr aphical1y above
r h y o l i te to quartz

the ashflow unit and below the

trachyte flow and dome unit (Fig. 9).

North of the Flathead Reservation boundary
rocks or thin Belt paleosol
unit

and hence

it rests on Belt

is the lowest volcanic

in the vicinity of the Flathead Mine.

The unit consists of mudflows, waterworked vo lcanic-Be1t
breccias,

sparse bedded coarse sandstones,

pyroclastic breccias,

and minor

si 1tstones, pure quartz sandstones,

and possible sparse airfall

and ashflow tuffs. Calculations

indicate a 254 m thickness at Locality 13.
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The vol can ic 1ast ic unit,

like

form low, rounded hills with

the underlying ashflow unit,

limited exposures.

Although

mudf l o w s and volcanic breccias apparently comprise the
greatest volume of this unit,

this may be deceiving,

higher proportion of Belt clasts
them more resistant
The myriad of rock

in these rocks may make

to erosion.
types that comprise

this unit were

probably not deposited 1ayer-by-layer over
but rather

locally and s p o radical1y .

in sediment

for the

the entire area,

Lateral

inhomogeneity

type and reworking of volcanic rocks and

sediments characterize volcanic centers.
At Locality 8, six fini ng-upwards sequences

indicate at

least six separate mudflows were deposited on the ashflow
unit.
sorted,

Each

is about

10 m thick, massive,

very poorly

and contain Belt boulders up to 2 m

(Plate 5).

in diameter

A significant amount of erosion of the

underlying ashflow unit occurred because
immediately above

the mudflows lie

the welded zone of the tuff.

themselves contain few volcanic clasts,
mudf l o w at Locality

The mudflows

in contrast

to the

14, which contains abundant quartz

1at ite c l a s t s .
Massive,
this unit.

heterol ithoiogic volcanic breccias are common
They are probably mudflows,

because

in

they are

p r e d o m i n a n 1 1y m a trix-supported and accompany bedded
.1

rriaterial,

though pyroclastic breccias probably occur close
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to vents at the Flathead Mine.

Epiclastic breccias are

exposed at and north of a prospect pit at Locality 13.
F iner-grai n e d , better sorted rocks having traces of
bedding also exist.

For example,

at Locality 15 a pure

quartz sandstone and a si 1 tstone overlies a mudflow deposit;
unidentifiable fossil
si 1 tstone.

leaves and bark were found within

A coarse sandstone overlying a volcanic breccia

just north of Battle Butte
quartz

the

(Locality 16) contains hypabyssal

1at i te grains and Belt fragments

in a sandy to glassy

matrix.

Voicaniclastic Rocks at the Flathead Mine

Mi nin g company reports show voicaniclastic rocks to be the
lowermost volcanic unit at the Flathead Mine,
Belt breccia paleo-soil.
mineralization.

Just above a

Both of these rocks host

Drillhole data

is interpreted to represent

a succession of lahars, water-worked tuffaceous sandstones
and si 1tstones,
sediments,
comprise

and ashflow and airfall

deposits.

the thin Terti ary erosional

Ole Hill Mine
At

tuff breccias and conglomerates,

(Jonson and Czehura,

least 3 diastems occur within

lake

Similar rocks

remnant present at the

1985).
the section at the

Flathead Mine as defined by peat or soil

development

and Czehura,

trees

1985).

Some contain fossil

and blowdown position.

(Jonson

in upright

Disseminated mineralization at the

Fl athead Mine may have occurred contemporaneously with
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Plate 5:

Mudflow in voicaniclastic unit of Eastern Sequence
deposited this 2 m Belt boulder.
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clastic deposition,

just below the paleo-surface represented

by the peat and soil

horizons.

The volcan ic sediments of this unit require an
source,

though no flows or domes at the mine have so far

been demonstrated to be older
The

igneous

than these volcanic sediments.

1at ite dome at the Flathead Mine, h o w e v e r , may have

intruded episodically and contemporaneously with
sedi men tat Io n •
Another source for

the voicaniclastic rocks at the mine

could be from the north.
of volcanic material

The dominant

was to the south,

the volcanic sediments suggest

transport direction
and bedding within

that post-volcanic faulting

has not changed the gradient or flow direction.
quartz

Some of the

1at ite and r h y o l i te flows or domes north of the

Flathead Mine may thus be younger

than the voicaniclastic

unit.
Mi neralized fragments occur within

the unmineralized

voicaniclastic rocks at the Flathead Mine
communication,
Flathead Mine

1985).

(Czehura,

personal

These may have originated from the

if mineralization occurred contemporaneousl y

with deposition of

these sediments.

Alternately,

they

indicate an earlier stage of mineralization somewhere
upstream of the Flathead Mine area.

Known mineralization

exists north of the mine at the Kali spell
pr ospects and west at Ole Hill, but

and Kofford Ridge

the ages of

minerali zat ion at these locations are not k n o w n .
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R h y o l ! te Flows, Domes, and Intrusions of the Eastern
volcanic sequence

(Tre)

Rhyolite and quartz
intrusions constitute
within

trachyte flows,
the youngest

igneous event recorded

the Eastern volcanic s e q u e n c e .

Flathead Mine

is associated with

d o m e s , and shallow

Mineralization at the

these eruptions.

potassium argon date of 30.8 ♦/- 2.4 m.y.b.p.

A

on a

post-mineralization rhyoli te on Battle Butte remains the
youngest possibly reliable date for
(Daniel

and Berg,

1981 ; Table

1).

the Hog Heaven volcanics
Furthermore,

that mineralization was not the last

it indicates

igneous event

in the

Eastern volcanic sequence.
Earlier wo rke rs such as Shenon and Taylor
(1963)

labeled these rocks andésites,

(1936),

and Page

trachyandesit e s , and

1at it e s , based on the absence or presence of large sanidine
phenocrysts.
same

terms,

Later mining geologists continued using these
probably to avoid confusion.

and chemically these rocks are quartz
and are referred to as such

Retrographical1y

1at ites and rh yolites,

in this paper.

Rocks of this unit are typically light grey on fresh
s u r f a c e s , and contain phenocrysts of sanidine and
plagioclase which comprise 30% to 50% by volume.
s p h e n e , and magnetite are present
with occasional

Biotite,

in smaller amounts,

along

altered hornblende and a u g i te (Plate 6 ).
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The miner alo gy and textures of rocks comprising this unit
are generally very similar,

so that separating

individual

■flows in the field was difficult.
For example,

thin sections from two outcrops that mining

company geologists believe comprise separate flows at Battle
Butte are very similar.

Conversely,

a thin section from the

lower flow at Battle Butte contains large sphene
phenocrysts,

but no a u g i te or hornblende;

an outcrop thought

to be part of this same flow was sampled directly above the
Flathead Mine,
phenocrysts,
problems,

yet contained a u g i te and hornblende

but no large sphene.

Because of these

these flow and dome rocks are not separated into

di fferen t units.
The high viscosity of silicic magmas usually prevents them
from flowing distances greater
(L a n g e , personal

than a few hundred meters

communication,

1985).

extent of flows around the Flathead Mine

The

large areal

indicates that a

number of separate vents are probably p r e s e n t .

Intrusive

relations have been reported at the Flathead, West Flathead,
and Battle Butte Mines (Shenon and Taylor,
probably exist elsewhere

1936), and

in the Eastern volcanic sequence.

Since mi neralization seems associated with
the Hog Heaven district,
exist at the Kalispell
at Locali ty 17.

intrusions

in

another possible vent site may

prospect,

north of the Flathead Mine
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Plate 6:

Photomicrograph of rhyolite flow from the Eastern
Sequence. Phenocrysts of sanidine, plagioclase,
biotite, and lesser hornblende and augite rest in a
fine-grained matrix. Crossed nichols.
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As men tio ned previously,
this unit may be older
constitute

some of the flows grouped into

than the voicaniclastic unit,

their source.

Potassium-argon biotite dates of

35.5 + / “ 0.8 and 36.0 +/- 0.8 m.y.b.p.
porphyry'

on an ''andésite

flow west of the mine from Marvin and others

<1984; Table

1 ) may be from these older flows.

Older flows and
outcropped

and may

intrusions would be expected to have

in what was upstream of the Flathead Mine,

Plate

1 shows that flows or domes north of the Flathead Mine are
over lain by volcanic sediments of unknown age.
sediments correlate

in time with

If these

the voicaniclastic unit,

then at least some of the flows or domes north of the mine
are older and could be the source of sediments at the mine.
Jonson and Czehura (1985) believe

that mineralization at

the Flathead Mine was contemporaneous with the
a rhyolite dome, because

the rhyolite exhibits both

intrusive and extrusive relationships,
and highly altered near
Because epithermal

and is mineralized

the v e n t .

ore deposits require over half a

million years of hydrothermal
1983),

intrusion of

activity to form (Si 1b e r m a n ,

a significant hiatus probably occurred between this

intrusion and the post-mineralization flows which cap the
mine and surrounding hills.
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Southern Vol can ic Sequence

In troduc t ion

Volcanic rocks of the Southern Volcanic Sequence outcrop
west and southwest of Niarada and south of the
trace of the Big Draw fault,

inferred

in the Niarada and Mill

Pocket

Creek quadrangles.
The base of the Southern volcanic sequence
but an ashflow tuff

is inferred to rest on Belt rocks just

north of BM Niarada,
sequence.

is not exposed,

In the southeast portion of the

Bedding and flattened pumice within

the

voicaniclastic and ashflow units dip predominantly
northwest,

further

the section.

indicating that the ashflow

is lowest

in

The stratigraphy roughly resembles that of the

Eastern Volcanic Sequence:

a lowermost ashflow tuff unit, a

middle voicaniclastic unit,

and small

remnants of quartz

trachyte and rhyolI te flows and possibly domes at the top of
the section

(Fig.

10).

The Southern volcanic sequence differs from the Eastern
volcanic sequence due
which

to the presence of small

diabase dikes

Intrude a northwest-striking fault at Locality 18 (See

thin section ZN031E, Appendix
be mapped,

These dikes,

too small

to

are completely altered to chlorite and clay, but

the original
Because

1).

subophitic

texture remain.

the dominant direction of sediment

to the south,

it is probable

transport was

that sediments and possibly

ashflows from the eastern or western volcanic sequences
became

incorporated

Into the Southern volcanic sequence.

A s h flow Tuff of the Southern Volcanic Sequence (Tas)

An ashflow tuff unit forms the low hills to the north of
BM Niarada.

Exposures are generally poor, but at Localities

19 and 20 vertical
base

sections of about 30 m are visible.

is not exposed,

but the unit appears to rest directly

on Belt sedimentary rocks or a thin Belt paleosol
of BM Niarada.

The ashflow,

volcanic sediments on Hill
The

tuff

is buff-grey,

in turn,

pebbles.

3421 east of Sullivan Hill.

of low density, poorly

Phenocrysts range up to 5 mm

^plagioclase,

sanidine, quartz,

The subequal

in size, and comprise

amounts of sanidine and

and the abundance of quartz phenocrysts,

this rock

Moderate

indurated,

together with 5%-10% black Belt argillite

about 25% of the rock.

indicate

is a rhyolite.

to strong weld ing

thin sections reveal

is visible

in hand specimens;

a glassy matrix containing pumice

collapsed to a 1ength:w idth ratio of about 4:1.
especially

just north

is over lain by

and contains phenocrysts of plagioclase,
and biotite

Its

in the pumice fragments,

The glass,

has partially

dev itrifled.
Estimates of

the thickness of the unit range from 205 m to

336 m , depending on the dip angle of bedding (Table 3).
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SOUTHERN VOLCANIC SEQUENCE
HOG HEAVEN VOLCANICS

Tvs -F L O W S 8 D O M E S

of

docite to quartz trachyte
600

Tvcs -VOLCANICLASTIC UNIT
500 .

composed primarily of mudflows,
poorly welded to non welded tuff,
and volcanic sandstone cut by
sparse diabase dikes

400

300

Tas -ASHFLOW TUFF UNIT
200

‘

composed of poorly to densely
welded rhyolite ashflow(s)

100

•

unconformity

p€br-RAVALLI GROUP dower Beit)
interbedded quartzite Gk argillite
Ht (m)

Figure 10:

Stratigraphie column of the Southern Volcanic Sequence.
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The poor exposures prevent discrimination of zones within
the ashflow,

or whether more

than one flow unit

is present.

Vo ican iclastic Rocks of the Southern Volcanic Sequence
(Tvcs)

The unit consists primarily of poorly welded to nonwelded
tuffs

interbedded with mudflows,

volcanic sandstones and

clast-supported cobble conglomerates,
sediments.

and sparse lake

These rocks comprise Sullivan Hill

and the

greatest volume of the Southern volcanic sequence.

Outcrops

of this unit just north of Upper Dry Fork Reservoir
constitute

the southernmost exposures of the Hog Heaven

volcan ic s .
The max imum thickness of the voicaniclastic
unit

is estimated,

using the dip-angle method,

between 254 and 387 m (Table 3).
unit

is well

to be

Approx Imate 1y 160 m of the

exposed at Sullivan Hill

and Hill

3525 just

to

the south.
The bottom of the unit

is not exposed but apparently

overlies the ashflow unit at Hill

3421.

The

s t r a tigraphical1y lowest exposures occur at Locality 18,
where wate r-worked Belt cobble conglomerates with a volcanic
matrix are

interbedded with volcanic sandstones (Plate 7).

Matr ix-suppor ted mu dflows forming channel
cut

the sandstones.

deposits locally
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At Sullivan Hill,

locally silicified, water-worked Belt

cobble conglomerates are over lain by two <?) poorly welded
to unwelded a s h f 1ow tuffs, 22 and 32 meters thick.
separated locally by thin,
wedges.

Each

They are

coarse-grained volcanic sandstone

is distinguished by higher proportions (50% to

70%) of Belt and pumice clasts at their base and top,
respectively (Plate 8 ).
outcrop,

Weid ing Is not readily apparent

in

and these rocks resemble homogeneous mudflows.

I n d e e d , mudflow material

could be

in terstrat if ied with these

tuffs.
The rock

is light yellow-grey,

containing sanidine,
weathered,

plagioclase,

glassy groundmass.

of very low density,
and biotite

Pumice

in a

is flattened to a

maxim um 1ength:wi dth ratio of 2.5:1, and contains
significantly fewer phenocrysts than the groundmass.
Overlying the ashflows
tuff,

as seen at BM 3145.

is about 50 m of 1ahar or nonwelded
This rock has a very high

proportion of nonwelded pumice clasts.
a vertical

One outcrop contains

degassing or dewatering pipe that contains a lag

concentration of Belt pebbles,
The sequence

and hemat ized pipe walls.

is capped by a mudflow and a thin 30 cm

lacustrine deposit containing deciduous leaf

imprints.

Mud flows and lake sediments outcrop seven kilometers south
of Sullivan Hill
in contrast

(Locality 21).

These rocks dip eastward,

to the bulk of the Southern volcanic s e q u e n c e ,

and contain Belt and volcanic clasts as well

as fossilized
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tree

trunks and branches.

The

lake sediments contain

best preserved plant fossils found to date within

the

the Little

Bitterroot V a l 1ey (Table 2 > .

Flows or Domes of the Southern Volcanic Sequence <Tfs>

Tw o

isolated outcrops of flow or dome rock cap the

voicaniclastic unit of the Southern volcanic sequence.
Remnants of one flow cover
Ni arada (Locality 1).

the volcanic sediments at BM

Chemically

it Is a quartz

trachyte.

P e t r o g raph ical1y , phenocrysts of sanidine, plagioclase,
quartz,

and biotite rest

glassy matrix.
radial

in a massive,

fine-grained to

Cooling and devitrification have created

aggregates of cr yptocrystal 1 ine material

in the

groundmass which has nucleated on the edges of phenocrysts.
The other outcrop of this unit caps Hill
Sullivan Hill.

3525 south of

It covers a few hundred square meters and it

was not possible

to determine whether

it is a flow or a

dome.
Thin sections reveal
and biotite

phenocrysts of plagioclase, sanidine,

in a fine-grained, crystalline matrix,

which exhibit a flow foliation.
plagioclase relative
groundmass quartz
Because

of

The predominance of

to sanidine,

indicates

all

and the presence of minor

it is a quartz

latite.

the outcrops of this unit are over 3 km apart,

petrography of the two outcrops
viscosity of these magmas,

is dissimilar,

the

and the high

they are probably two different
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Plate 7:

' .■•-■ Wf

Clast-supported conglomerate in voicaniclastic unit
of the Southern Sequence. Rock hammer is on contact
with overlying poorly-sorted volcanic sandstone.
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Plate 8:

Contact between poorly-welded tuffs on Sullivan Hill
Contact is defined by a higher ( 50%) proportion of
Belt and volcanic clasts.
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•flows erupted from separate vents.
outcrops along the Sullivan Hill

The quartz

Fault, but

latite

the -flow at BM

Niarada does not appear related to any known fault.

A Problem with Thickne ss Estimates

Ass umi ng these flows or domes represent
stages of volcan ism within
the original

can be

rocks outcrop 200 m above
thickness for

Sullivan Hill

the Southern Volcan ic Sequence,

thickness of the volcanic pile,

of subsequent erosion,

minimum

fault,

inferred.

the volcanic rocks.

The

throw of the

based on the greatest dip within
yields a greater

the quartz

the

thickness of

trachyte and the quartz latite

lie at an elevation of 1067 m <3500 ft.),
the Southern Volcanic Sequence

latite adjacent
several

to the Sullivan Hill

this similarity

The stratigraphy

although dips

indicate

the quartz

Fault has dropped

hundred meters since deposition.

reasons could explain
<1)

and give a

(Table 3).

H o w e v e r , both

within

and the amount

Presently these

the valley floor,

Southern volcanic sequence,
1106m

the youngest

A number of

in elevation:

isn't 'layer-cake'

style, with equal

thicknesses of each unit lying evenly on top of the next.
Instead,

deposition of volcanic rocks was restricted to

stream bottoms that me andered back and forth within
valley. Therefore

the ashflow unit

the

is not wholly underneath
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the vol can ic 1ast ic unit, hence
thickness are
<2)

in error.

The stratigraphy

thickness of each unit
quartz

the dip estimates of

is 'layer cake'

style,

although

the

is much less at BM Niarada, where the

trachyte outcrops.

<3)

The flows are not at the same stratigraphie

(4)

Additional

relationships,

level.

faulting has complicated the geologic

so that

the dip estimates of thickness are

in

error.
The dip metho d for estimating thickness assumes a marker
horizon on top units of equal

thickness deposited over an

even surface unaffected by faults.
seem to be the case with

Because

the two flows,

this does not

the validity of the

dip estimate metho d for the Southern Volcan ic Sequence seems
questionable.

The units are probably thinner

than the

e s t i m a tes.

Western Volcanic Sequence

Introduct ion

The Western volcanic sequence
trace of the Big Draw fault,
Volcanic Sequence.
volcanic sequence
due

lies north of the

and west of the Eastern

The geology and structure of the Western
is the least known of the three sequences

to very poor exposures and their relative

inaccessi b i 1 i t y .

inferred
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The base of the Western volcanic sequence

is not exposed,

but an ashflow tuff apparently rests directly on top of Belt
rocks at Localities 6 and 22.

Near Locality 6 a series of

v o l c a n i c 1astic rocks rest on the ashflow.
south of the Sunset Quarry,
overlain by quartz

At and to the

similar volcanic sediments are

1at ite and rhyolite flows.

Western volcanic sequence

Thus the

is apparently similar to the

stratigraphy of the other sequences (Fig 11).
Attitude s from flattened pumice
in volcanic sediments

in ashflows,

indicate a general

of 180 - 3 0 0 , contrasting with

and bedding

northeastward dip

the southwestward dip of the

Eastern and northwestward dip of the Southern volcanic
sequences.
Faults within

this sequence generally strike north to

north-northwest where observed.
normal

faults run

Page (1963) believed two

through Hubbard Reservior on either side

of a recent fault scarp at Locality 6 , one of which cuts an
ashflow unit on the northwest side of the reservoir.

The

Little Bitterroot fault along the Little Bitterroot River
and Little Meado w Creek juxtaposes Belt and volcanic rocks
and drops the west side down.
Although volcanic material

from the Western volcanic

sequence dips up to 30o northeast,
younger
west.

(Miocene?)

a small

remnant of

conglomerates at Locality 3 dips 10°

These dips could

indicate

that the volcanic sediments
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were

tilted some 40o to the northeast before deposition of

the conglomerates,
At

then tilted back

lOo,

the Sunset Quarry volcan ic 1ast ic rocks dip directly

into Belt rocks.

I infer a fault exists northeast of the

quarry where Page

(1963) placed the axis of a small

north-trending ant icl Ine-syncli ne pair within

the Belt which

strikes directly along this contact.
Although

the general

outcrop pattern of volcanic rocks

along the Big Draw fault
offset,

implies 1-2 km of left lateral

I observed no field evidence for faulting.

Whether

or not post-volcanic faulting occurred along the Big Draw
fault,

the units now assigned to the western and Southern

volcanic sequences were pr obably once connected.

As hflow Tuff of the Western Volcanic Sequence (Taw)

A moderate 1y to densely welded ashflow tuff of quartz
latite or rhyolite composition

is poorly exposed south and

southeast of Hubbard Reservoir.
sanidine,

plagioclase,

and biotite phenocrysts which

constitute 35% of the rock.
the rock,

and

The rocks consist of

Pumice comprises up to 30% of

its 1ength;w idth ratio of up to 8:1 suggests a

moderate degree of welding.

The

tuff dips 1Bo n o rtheast.

Poor exposures prevent determining how many
flow units comprise

this map unit.

The

individual

thickness of the

unit cannot be determined using the dip method,
Belt-volcanic contact

because

the

lies at approximate1y 1036 m <3400 ft)
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WESTERN VOLCANIC SEQUENCE
HOG HEAVEN VOLCANICS

Tdw -ALKALIC DIABASE
DIKES

Trw -F L O W S 8 D O M E S

of
rhyolito to quartz trachyte

composition
300
•

~

#

'

•

•

'

-

.

Tvcw-VOLCANICLASTIC UNIT
composed of mudflows,

200

sandstones, and volcanic
breccias

100.

Taw - ASHFLOW TUFF UNIT
moderately to densely welded
unconformity

p€br-RAVALLI GRGUPdowerBeit)
interbedded quortzite 8 argillite
Ht (m)

Figure 11:

Stratigraphie column of the Western Volcanic Sequence
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elevation at Locality 22 and Locality 23, some 3 km down
dip.

This suggests uneven original

additional

topography and/or

-faulting, either of which make

unreliable.

the estimate

A mi nim um thickness of 30-50 m

is evident from

exposures at Locality 22.

Volcan telastic Rocks of the Western Volcanic Sequence (Tvcw)

Volcanic sedimentary rocks outcrop south of Hubbard
Reservoir near Locality 6, and along a belt extending
south-southeast from the Sunset Quarry past the Big Draw
fault and

into the Southern Volcanic Sequence.

These rocks

rest on the ashflow near Locality 6, but apparently rest
directly on Belt rocks south of the Sunset Quarry.
lower contact

The

is not exposed at the Sunset Quarry.

The unit consists of volcanic mudflows and sandstones
together with sparse

lacustrine and airfall

deposits. Thin

ashflows and flows constitute a volume tric al1y minor portion
of the lithologies.

While

cannot be determined,

the maximum thickness of the unit

225 m are exposed at the Sunset

Quarry.
Volcanic

sediments south of Hubbard Reservoir are

primarily mudflows,
Conglomerates,

some of which contain

thin airfall

and ashfall

leaf

impressions.

tuffs are also

presen t .
Thin- b e d d e d volcanic
breccias,

sandstones, mudflows,

volcanic

and pebble conglomerates exposed at the Sunset
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Quarry are

intruded by thin,

chalcedony pipes (Plate 9),

Irregu1a r 1y - s h a p e d , vertical
The sediments locally display

brilliantly colored Leisengang bands at oblique angles to
bedding.

South of the quarry the unit consists

predominantly of volcanic mudflows containing numerous
clasts of Belt and felsic flow rocks.
A thin felsic flow (sample FH164)
interbedded with these sediments.
a l k a l i - f e 1dspar rhyolite,
plagioclase

The rock

is chemically an

contains sanidine and lesser

in an aphanitic matrix,

alumina-rich of any sampled within
Mu dflows

appears to be

and is the most
the Hog Heaven volcanics.

in the southern portion of the sequence contain

clasts of quartz

latite or rhyolite as well

as Belt clasts,

indicating that flows and domes formed within

the Western

volcanic sequence before or during deposition of the
volcaniclastic unit.

Flows or Domes of the Western Volcan ic Sequence (Tfw)

Flows and possibly domes of quartz

latite to rhyolite

composition outcrop along a belt extending from Just north
of the Sunset Quarry southeast
This belt parallels the
fault.

Page

to the Alkali

Flats fault.

inferred trace of the Sunset Quarry

(1963, p. 26 and 32) reported flow rocks in

Sections 19 and 30 south of Hubbard Reservoir,
possible

intrusive plug or sill

reservo ir .

in NW Section

and a
15 east of the
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At Locality 23 a quartz
ashflow tuff unit;
sediments.

latite -flow appears to rest on the

elsewhere

The original

this unit

lies on volcanic

thickness cannot be determined due

to erosion and poor exposure.
Thin sections from this unit show interesting
mineralogical
sanidine,

characteristics.

All

and biotite phenocrysts.

contain plagioclase,
A quartz

latite, ZN048,

contains altered hornblende and the lowest proportion of
sanidine

to plagioclase seen

Heaven volcanics.

in felsic rocks of the Hog

A rhyolite,

2N050A, contains garnet

phenocrysts or r e s t i te x e n o c r y s t s , and two plagioclase
populations.

The groundmass

in these rocks range from

glassy to aphanitic.
The southeastern portion of this belt of flow rocks grades
into a second belt of quartz
dome rocks which outcrops
sequence.

It

latite and rhyolite flow and

in the eastern portion of the

is separated from rocks of the Eastern

volcanic sequence by Kofford Ridge.
lie directly on top of Belt rocks.

These domes or flows
Their

location suggests

that they could constitute source rocks for the
v o l c a n i c 1astic units of all

three sequences.

The presence of chalcedony pipes cutting Sunset Quarry
sediments,

and flow or dome rocks on and around the quarry

indicates that a volcanic vent was located somewhere
area.

in the

H o w e v e r , the thin-bedded Sunset Quarry sediments seem

indicative of the distal

facies of volcanic rocks (Parsons,
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i

S

Plate 9:

Pebbly chalcedony pipe cutting volcaniclastic unit
of Western Sequence at the Sunset Quarry.
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1970).

This suggests that another vent site existed

upstream of these sediments,
or domes.

somewhere

in or near the flows

If sediments moved south as they do today, a vent

existed to the north, perhaps

in the Hubbard Reservoir area.

Diabase Dikes of the Western Volcanic Sequence (Tdw)

Alkali c diabase dikes outcrop

in the extreme northwest

portion of the Western volcanic sequence, west of Hubbard
Reservoir,
that

Their northwest

trend in map pattern suggests

they occur along a fracture zone

that

is the western

continuation of the Sunset Quarry fault.
The age of the diabase

is uncertain,

observed to contact any unit.

it was not

However, Page (1963, p. 34)

believed that the diabase was younger
because he felt

for

than the ashflow,

the diabase either cuts

it or caps

it.

He

also mention ed that the eastern exposures of the diabase
resemble a plug or a flow.
The diabase
volcanics.

is the most mafic rock of the Hog Heaven

However,

it contains enough potash for

it to be

classified chemically as a latite.
In thin section,

the diabase consists of fine-grained

aligned plagioclase mi croli tes ; augite forms larger
phenocrysts and rims sparse orthopyroxene.
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MINE RAL OGY A N D GEOCHEMISTRY

Mi neralogy

The mi neralogy of the volcanic rocks
uniform throughout
plagioclase,

the three sequences.

Sanidine,

and biotite appear ubiquitously

rocks as phenocrysts, with quartz,
sphene common associates.
sanidine

is surprisingly

in the felsic

hornblende,

augite,

and

The proportion of plagioclase to

is the only factor

that varies appreciably between

units.
Plagioclase

is the h igh-temperature variety of oligoclase

to andesine composition,
mineral.
complex

and

is typically the first-formed

In many flow or dome rocks,

plagioclase forms

in ter growths with and rims other plagioclase or

sanI dine.
A thin section from a flow capping the Western volcanic
sequence

(ZN050A)

contained crystals of garnet which

r imrried with magnetite

(Plate

10).

Is

This slide also contained

plagioclase phenocrysts of two compositions (Angg &nd
).

The garnet

is either a r e s t i te xenocryst or a rare

phenocryst.
The groundmass of most samples are either glassy or the
min erals too fine-grained for accurate mineralogical
determinations.

Occasionally quartz,

magneti te can be positively
const ituents.

sanidine,

and

identified as groundmass
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Normative mine ral s were determined for the suite of rocks
having whole rock analyses (Table 4 > ,

All

but five samples

of the felsic suite are corundum-normative;

the other five

are metaluminous.
Normative rock names were calculated for
techniques described
rocks plot within

in LeMaitre

(1976).

Hog Heaven felsic

the rhyolite and quartz

a Q-A-P diagram (S t r e c k e i s e n , 1967;

this suite using

trachyte fields on

1979; Figure

12).

Normative calculations yield greater proportions of quartz
and sanidine
phases.

than

is found petrographical1 y as phenocryst

Pétrographie examination of phenocrysts probably

underestimates the proportions of these minerals,
magma becomes more enriched
crystal 1 izat ion .
contain

because a

in silica and potassium during

If quenched en route,

the groundmass will

the extra silica and potassium.

A problem thus exists

in choosing a reasonable method for

"generating volcanic rock names.

Normative names are

becoming the accepted method for naming volcanic rocks
(Hyndman,

1985), but few chemical

Heaven rocks.

analyses exist for Hog

Pétrographie data are more abundant for the

volcanic rocks, but are biased towards the plagioclase end
of the Q-A-P diagram.
be used to describe

Therefore,

the field as a whole and when chemical

data exists for a sample.
will

be used.

normative rock names will

Otherwise,

pétrographie names
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Plate 10:

mm
■

I

Photomicrograph of magnetite-rimmed garnet in flow
unit of Western Sequence, along with phenocrysts of
sanidine and biotite. Crossed nichols.
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Geochemical

Sampling

Geochemical

and

Isotope data from the Hog Heaven volcanics

consists of 18 whole rock and 10 rare earth and trace
element analyses,

listed in Table 4.

Potassium-argon and

lead isotope data from previously published sources are
shown

in Tab!e

1.

The geochemical

samples generally showed no sign of

weather ing or hydrothermal
or

in thin section.

FHl57.1

and FHl57.2.

either megascopical 1y

Sample ZN050C had slight chi oritic

alteration of biotite,
extremely friable.

alteration,

and FHl64 looked fresh yet was

Augite was slightly weathered

in samples

Good sampling sites were limited as

wea ther ing and alteration are common.
Analyses were performed by the same laboratory <XRAL)
using the same techniques.

Pumice was analyzed from two of

the three ashflow samples; pumice from the third, ZN009, had
been mod ifi ed by vapor phase activity so the surrounding
whole rock was used.

General

Geochemical

Trends

The volcanic rocks display a narrow range of compositions
(Table 4). Silica ranges from 63.3%-69.7%
of felsic volcanic rocks.
slightly higher
magnesium,

in all

14 samples

The Hog Heaven volcanics are

in soda and potash,

and calcium relative

and lower

in iron,

to average continental

Table 4.

Sample
Type
Sample #
SiO_
CaO
MgO
Na,0
KO
MnO
TiO,
P 2O 5
ci è

La
Ce
Nd
Sm
Eu
Yb
Lu
Rb
Sr
Y
Zr
Nb
Th
Sc
Cr

Geochemical data for the Hog Heaven volcanics.

FHIOI

FH106A

FH133A

FHl 64

FH175

ZN002A

ZN003

Flow
1.00
66,60
16.10
2.47
.65
4.27
3.05
3.24
.02
.54
.21
0.00
38.00
66.00
20.00
3.30
1.00
1.10
.20
80.00
910.00
10.00
140.00
20.00
7.00
3.90
70.00

Flow
2.00
65.10
16.50
2.15
.62
5.85
3.98
2.62
.07
.34
.17
0.00
59.00
96.00
30.00
4.40
1.00
1.40
.20
130.00
1510.00
10.00
220.00
50.00
15.00
2.00
70.00

Flow
3.00
63.30
17.200
1.56
.16
4.40
3.80
3.88
.01
.57
.08
0.00
48.00
97.00
40.00
7.90
1.80
2.00
.30
110.00
1140.00
10.00
200.00
60.00
13.00
5.30
40.00

Flow
7.00
69.70
17.00
.80
.23
3.13
3.18
.88
.01
.41
.13
0.00
53.00
90.00
30.00
5.10
1.20
1.80
.30
90.00
790.00
10.00
150.00
40.00
8.00
3.90
40.00

Flow
8.00
64.90
17.70
1.68
.21
4.24
3.89
3.11
.01
.52
.26
0.00
74.00
132.00
50.00
7.50
1,60
2.50
.40
120.00
1160.00
10.00
220.00
50.00
12.00
4.70
30.00

Flow
13.00
65.30
17.00
1.54
.44
6.01
4.09
2.87
.04
.37
.22
0.00

Flow
9.00
65.80
16.40
2.59
.66
5.63
3.66
2.81
.06
.40
.20
0.00
59.00
92.00
30.00
5.20
1.60
1.20
.20
100.00
1350.00
10.00
210.00
60.00
13.00
3.70
60.00

130.00
1400.00
10.00
240.00
60.00

''j
Ln

Table 4 ( c o n t i n u e d )

Sample

FHlOl

FH106A

FH133A

FH164

FH175

Sb
Cs
Hf
Ta
Ce
Ba
AI/CaNaK
Hf/Th
La/Yb
Rb/Sr
Rb/Ba
Ba/Sr
Ba/Ta
Norm-Qtz
Norm-Cor
Norm-Zircon
Norm-Ortho
Norm-Alb
Norm-Anor
Norm-Diop
Norm-Hyp
Norm-Oliv
Norm-Mag
Norm-Hem
Norm-Chrom
Norm-Ilm
Norm-Apatite

.20
3.00
5.00
2.00
66.00
2000.00
1.09
.71
34.55
.09
.04
2.20
1000.00
23.56
1.54
.03
18.02
36.13
11.58

.20
3.00
7.00
3.00
96.00
2000.00
.92
.47
42.14
.09
.07
1.32
666.67
10.57

.30
5.00
7.00
3.00
97.00
2000.00
1.21
.54
24.00
.10
.06
1.75
666.67
18.75
2.93
.04
22.46
37.23
7.98

.60
20.00
5.00
2.00
90.00
2000.00
1.69
.62
29.44
.11
.04
2.53
1000.00
36.74
7.03
.03
18.79
26.48
3.77

.20
5.00
7.00
3.00
132.00
2000.00
1,24
.58
29.60
1.00
.06
1.72
666.67
21.30
3.80
.04
22.99
35.88
7,41

1.95

1.88

1.67

2.39

.04
21.63
47.64
8.68
3.03
1.39

Normative Name

Rhyolite

ZN002A

2400.00
.99

10.46
.17
.03
24.17
50.85
6.88

ZN003
.20
2.00
7.00
2.00
92.00
2000.00
.91
.54
49.17
.07
.05
1.48
1000.00
12.93

2.83

,04
23.52
49.50
7.02
2.81
1.39

2.12

1.73

2.52

2.03

2.03

1.87

1.83

1.03
.49

.65
.39

1.08
.19

.78
.30

.99
.60

.70
.51

.76
.46

Quartz
Trachyte

Rhyolite

Aik-feld
Rhyolite

Rhyolite

Quartz
Trachyte

Quartz
Trachyte
O'

Table 4 ( c o n t i n u e d )

Sample

ZN007

Type
Sample #
SiO,

Dome
14.00
66.100
17.40
2.59
.63
4.58
2.92

Al? 3
CaO
MgO
Na 0
KO
MnO
TiO

PjOc

c? Ô 3
La
Ce
Nd
Sm
Eu
Yb
Lu
Rb
Sr
Y
Zr
Nb
Th
Sc
Cr
Sb

1.81
.01
.59
.27
0.00

70.00
1200.00
20.00
180.00
20.00

ZN050A

ZN050B

FH159

ZN009

ZN002A

ZN022

Flow
11.00
66.80
17.30
2.36
.40
4.75
3.06

Flow
12.00
65.60
16.40
2.59
.51
4.26
3.36

Flow
16.00
66.90
16.40
1.73
.56
5.30
3.87

Âshflow
6.00
63.80
15.60
3.28
1.34
3.83
3.86

Ashflow
15.00
63.20
17.20
3.66
.82
4.52
2.48

Ashflow
10.00
67.30
16.50
1.85
.40
3.14
3.89

1.33
.02
.46
.07
0.00
53.00
89.00
30.00
4.10
1.20
1.10
.20
70.00
1610.00
20.00
200.00
20.00
8.00
6.20
70.00
.50

1.91
.03
.39
.13
0.00
38.00
67.00
20.00
3.30
1.00
.80
.20
80.00
1460.00
10.00
170.00
20.00
6.00
4.90
100.00
.50

2.24
.01
.42
.12
0.00

3.54
.05
.53
.23
0.00
42.00
69.00
20.00
3.80
1.10
1.10
.20
70.00
1200.00
20.00
170.00
30.00
6.00
5.20
60.00
.20

3.83
.01
.63
.27
0.00

1.29
.02
.62
.13
0.00
53.00
83.00
30.00
4.60
1.30
1.10
.20
110.00
1300.00
10.00
180.00
40.00
8.00
4.60
120.00
.70

120.00
1100.00
10.00
240.00
60.00

60.00
1400.00
10.00
210.00
40.00

Table 4 ( c o n t i n u e d )

Sample
Cs
Hf
Ta
Ce
Ba
Al/CaNaK
Hf/Th
La/Yb
Rb/Sr
Rb/Ba
Ba/Sr
Ba/Ta
Norm-Qtz
Norm-Cor
Norm-Zircon
Norm-Ortho
Norm-AIb
Norm-Anor
Norm-Diop
Norm-Hyp
Norm-Oliv
Norm-Mag
Norm-Hem
Norm-Chrom
Norm-Ilm
Norm-Apatite
Normative Name

ZN007

2000.00
1,13

22.17
2.35
.04
17.26
38.75
11.87

ZN050A

ZN050B

6.00
6.00
2.00
89.00
2000.00
1.12
.75
48.18
.04
.04
1.24
1000.00
21.54
1.72
.04
18.08
400.19
12.17

6.00
5.00
2.00
67.00
2000.00
1.07
.83
47.50
.05
.04
1.37
1000.00
21.34
1.04
.03
19.86
36.05
12.87

FH159

2000.00
1.02

16,36
.36
.05
22.87
44.85
8.55

ZN009
3.00
4.00
2.00
69.00
2000.00
.95
.67
38.18
.06
.04
1.67
1000.00
17.14

ZN002A

1800.00
1.02

ZN022
18.00
5.00
2.00
83.00
2000.00
1.29
.62

48.18

18.10
.78
.04
14.66
38.25
17.20

.08
.06
1.54
1000.00
29,58
3.77
.04
22.99
26.57
9.15

3.47

1.00

1.62

1.12

1.90

2.17

.03
22.81
32.41
13.98
1.29
5.37

.64
.08

.87

1.25

1.45

.23

2.49

.56
.20

1.12
.63

.87
.16

.74
.30

.80
.28

1.01
.53

1.20
.63

1.18
.30

Rhyolite or
Latite

Rhyolite

Rhyolite

Rhyolite

Rhyolite

Quartz
Trachyte

Rhyolite

00

Table 4 ( c o n t i n u e d )

Sample

FH144.1

FH144.2

FH157.1

FH157.2

Average

Average

Type
Sample #
SiO
AI^OCaÔ 3
MgO
Na.O
K S
Fe 0.
MnO
TiO,

QtzMonzo
4.00
66.80
15.50
3.00
1.44
4.63
2.40
3.67
.03
.57
.22
0.00
49.00
86.00
30.00
5.00
1.20
1.80
.30
60.00
1090.00
10.00
170.00
30.00
7.00
6.80
100.00
.20
2.00

QtzMonzo
18.00
65.00
16.00
2.77
.73
3.19
3.96
2.77
.02
.55
.23
0.00

Diabase
5.00
49.10
14.50
9.69
7.52
2.83
2.13
9.64
.16
1.37
.87
.03
49.00
98.00
50.00
8.40
1.90
2.00
.30
50.00
1180.00
10.00
190.00
60.00
4.00
21.00
350.00
.20
2.00

Diabase
17.00
49.50
14.60
9.12
6.84
3.15
2.16
9.26
.15
1.32
.79
.03

Felsics

Flows

32.84
8.34
1.29
.33
2.17
1.67
1.14
.01
.26
.09
0.00
51.70
88.10
30.00
4.92
1.28
1.41
.24
96.00
1243.00
12.00
186.00
39.00
9.60
4.44
66.00
.36
7.10

24.13
6.14
.84
.19
1.72
1.20
.66
.01
.17
.05
0.00
52.75
91.12
31.25
5.10
1.30
1.49
.25
97.50
1241.25
11.25
188.75
40,00
10.25
4.33
60.00
.34
6.25

cLô.

La
Ce
Nd
Sm
Eu
Yb
Lu
Rb
Sr
Y
Zr
Nb
Th
Sc
Cr
Sb
Cs

90.00
1200.00
5.00
160.00
30.00

70.00
1100.00
10.00
150.00
60.00

Average
Ashflows
64.77
16.43
2.93
.85
3.83
3.41
2.89
.03
.59
.21
0.00
47.30
76.00
25.00
4.20
1.20
1.10
.20
90.00
1250.00
15.00
175.00
35.00
7.00
4.90
90.00
.45
10.50
V£>

Table 4 ( c o n t i n u e d )

Sample

FH144.1

Hf
Ta
Ce
Ba
Al/CaNaK
Hf/Th
La/Yb
Rb/Sr
Rb/Ba
Ba/Sr
Ba/Ta
Norm-Qtz
Norm-Cor
Norm-Zircon
Norm-Ortho
Norm-Alb
Norm-Anor
Norm-Diop
Norm-Hyp
Norm-Oliv
Norm-Mag
Norm-Hem
Norm-Chrom
Norm-Ilm
Norm-Apatite

6.00
2.00
86.00
2000.00
.99
.86
27.22
.06
.03
1.83
1000.00
21.73
.09
.03
14.18
39.18
14.20

Normative Name

FH144.2

1700.00
1.10

24.18
1.72
.03
23.40
26.99
1.97

FH157.1
6.00
2.00
98.00
2000.00
.59
1.50
24.50
.04
.03
1,69
1000.00

FH157.2

1600.00
.60

5.05

2.71

2.39

1.81

.04
12.59
23.95
20.58
18.39
.92
14.13
2.80

.03
12.77
26.65
19,33
17.44
.73
13.07
2.68

1.08
.51

1.05
.53

.04
2.60
2.02

.04
2.51
1.83

Granite

Granite

Latite

Latite

Average

Average

Average

5.80
2.30
88.10
2000.00
1.08
.63
39.09
.08
.05
1.68
869.57

6.12
2.38
91.12
2000,00
1.08
.63
38.07
.08
.05
1.70
842.11

4.50
2.00
76.00
2000.00
1.07
.65
43.18
.07
.04
1,60
1000.00

00
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LATITE
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LATITE

Figure 12:

Streckeisen diagram of normative mineralogy from the
Hog Heaven volcanics. Sample numbers refer to
chemical analyses listed in Table 4. Modified from
Streckeisen (1979, 1982).
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igneous rocks having the same silica content

(Hyndman,

1985).
Hog Heaven volcanic rocks are pr edo minan11y weakly
peraluminous,
(Fig 13).

due primarily to the Ir high alumina content

Ten of the fourteen volcanic samples are

c o r u n d u m - n o r m a t i v e , as is one of two quartz m o n zoni te
xenoliths from an ashflow and apparently brought up from
depth

(Table 4).

The remaining four volcanic samples and

the two diabase samples are metalumi nous.
A comparison with other peraluminous

igneous rocks shows

that many are peralumi nous due to low potassium or calcium
content,

as opposed to high amounts of alumina (Table 5)•

The Hog Heaven volcanics are notable among the occurrences
in Table 5 for having the highest alumina for

its average

silica c o n t e n t .
Ulhite and others ( 1986) report

that strongly peral umi nous

rocks (A/CNK > 1.1) common 1y contain cordierite, while
weakly peraluminous rocks (A/CNK between
usually contain biotite.

Biotite

1.0 and 1.1)

is the only peralumi nous

phase consistently present as a phenocryst within
Heaven volcanics,

even

the Hog

in strongly peralumi nous samples.

This suggests that either weathering has reduced the alkali
content,
alumina.

or that their groundmass contains the excess
Cordierite, muscovite,

been reported
and others,

and alumino si1 icates have

in other peralumi nous volcanic rocks (Noble

1984).
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The alk a l i- 1 ime

Index cannot be used to determine

alkalinity of Hog Heaven rocks because

the crossover of lime

to soda plus potash occurs at some silica value
63.3% (Peacock,

1931).

sufficient range

Similarly,

the

lower than

the silica values lack a

to determine Fe-enrIchment on a

F e O - M g O - N a ^ O + K ^0 diagram (Fig.

14).

However,

Hog Heaven

rocks possess many of the charac ter ist ics of calc-alkaline
rocks as outline by Hyndman
continental

crust,

(1985),

including:

high alumina and potash,

location on

and Ba/Ta > 450.

Since peraluminous rocks commonly lack the broad
compositional

range necessary for most geochemical

classifications,

Reynolds and Keith (1982) developed a

system specifically to classify peralurn inous rocks.
plotted lime versus silica,
silica

in a manner

similar

granitoids that fall
higher amounts of

They

and potash minus lime versus
to Peacock (1931).

Peralumi nous

in the alkaline field generally have

lithophile elements,

and seem to be

favorable hosts to ore deposits.
Hog Heaven rocks plot mostly within
both

the alkaline field of

these diagrams (Figures 15 and 16).

does not

indicate

potash are not
(Hyndman,

that

this plot

these rocks are alkali c , as soda and

in excess over

1985).

However,

that required for feldspars

Hog Heaven rocks lie within

the quartz

field of a si 1 Ica-orthoclase-albite diagram close to the
ternary mi nim um (Fig.

17).

2.0 -,

e

FLOWS

A

ASHFLOWS

#

GRANITE CLASTS

1. 5<0

#8
14

12

15.

1.0

PERALUMINOUS

13

SUBALUMINOUS

0.5

64

66

Te

70

SiO,

figure 13,

Graph of nolar ratios of SiOj vs, AlgO^/CaO+NagO+KgO of samples from
the Hog Heaven volcanics. Sample numbers key to Table 4,

00

Table 3.

Geochemical data from peraluminous volcanic and intrusive centers around the world. Compiled
from Wyborn and others, 1981; Reynolds and Keith, 1982; Hyndman, 1983; Noble and others, 1984.

AI^O^

CaO

Na^O

K2O

A/CNK

SiOg

Hog Heaven, Montana

16.76

2.20

4.56

3.51

1.09

65.74

Santa Catalina Mnts, Arizona

14.60

1.60

4.10

3.70

1.07

Whipple Mountains, California

15.00

2.20

4.10

3.40

1.04

Ruby Mountains, Nevada

13.80

1.10

3.40

4.50

1.11

NE Washington

14.50

1.40

3.20

4.70

1.12

Southern Nova Scotia

15.40

.80

3.60

4.00

1.31

Central Portugal (Hercynian)

15.30

.80

3.50

5.40

1.17

Armorlean Massif, France
(Hercynian)

14.60

.60

3.70

4.80

1.18

Schwartzwald, West Germany
(Hercynian)

15,10

.40

3.10

5.20

1.32

Higher Himalaya, Nepal

14.70

.50

4.10

4.50

1.17

Ku Long, Thailand

13.90

1.00

2.70

5.10

1.18

Hub Kapong, Thailand

13,30

1.40

2.40

5.30

1.09

Kosciusko Batholith, Australia

13.20

1.80

2.60

3.80

1.13

Hawkins Suite, Australia

14.05

2.57

2.10

3.35

1.19

Location

67.31

S

Table 5 ( c o n t i n u e d )

Location

AlgO^

CaO

Na2Û

K^O

A/CNK

SiOg

Cootranta-Clear Range
Association, Australia

14,32

2.59

2.17

3.53

1.18

68.74

Goobaragandin Suite, Australia

13.60

2.52

2.82

3.01

1.09

69.60

Maragle-Young Association,
Australia

14.40

2.71

2.39

3.26

1.16

68.59

Laidlaw Suite, Australia

14.34

3.14

2.62

3.42

1.04

69.94

Dalgety-Shannons Fiat
Association, Australia

13.96

2.61

2.46

4.02

1.06

70.69

Macusani, Peru

14.98

1.01

3.42

4.70

1.19

73.76

Atlanta Lobe of Idaho Batholith

13.76

3.56

3.68

2.72

1.02

67.80

Atlanda Lobe Granites of Idaho
Batholith

14.71

2,21

3.61

4.05

1.02

70.42

Satellite Stocks NW of
Bitterroot Lobe of Idaho Bath.

16.38

4.37

4.06

1.15

1.03

68.52

Eastern Border of NE Bitterroot
Lobe of Idaho Batholith

15.40

2.20

4.60

3.60

.99

67.80

Average

14.67

1.89

3.29

3.95

1. 12

68.65
00
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Hog Heaven rocks plot
diagram (Fig.

18).

in the center of a potash-soda-1 ime

This

Is within

the range of the Idaho

batholith and the sod Ic series of the Boulder batholith
(Til 1 Ing,

1973).

Harker diagrams for

the volcanic rocks show mostly scatter

of major oxides with respect
iron

to silica (Fig.

19).

Total

is the only element which displays any significant

correlation with silica.

The scatter for the mobile oxides

such as potash and soda almost suggest a random process such
as alteration;

however,

would be observable

a gain or loss of so much alkalis

in thin section.

Harker diagrams are tradi 11onal1y used to demonstrate
differentiation

trends or the liquid line of descent within

a suite of consanguinous rocks.
trends argues that

The lack of consistent

if differentiation occur r e d , parent and

daughter rocks were not sampled.

Conversely,

dataset represents a consangu inous suite,

if this

then

differentiation did not play a dominant role

in their

evolu t io n .
Strontium concentrations

in felsic members of the Hog

Heaven volcanics average about
silica content and closer
an

indication

were not

that

1250 ppm, very high for their

to the average for basalts.

It is

those phases which concentrate strontium

left behind.

REE patterns of eight felsic rocks from the Hog Heaven
volcanics show a strikingly similar

I00x-200x enrichment of
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LREE and 10x-20x enrichment of HREE, with no Eu anomalies
(Fig.

20).

content.

REE enrichment does not correlate with silica
Ash flo ws display enrichments similar

to the field

as a w h o l e .
The REE signatures appear similar

to other epicontinental

Plutonic and volcanic rocks and slightly higher
average Andean arc volcanic rocks (Hyndman,

in LREE than

1985).

They are

consistent with formation by either a large degree of
fractionation of a mafic source,
partial melting of continental

or a small

degree of

sialic material.

Samples from ashflow tuffs are slightly enriched
and lime yet

in silica

low in soda with respect to flow rocks.

However, major and minor element variations between flows
and ashflows appear

insignificant.

Assu m ing that samples from flows represent a 'dominant
volume' within a magma chamber from which
generated,

fractionation

ashflow eruption.
with respect

is not the dominant process for

Ash flows are not significantly evolved

to flows,

lower Rb/Sr argue

the ashflows were

and their higher

lime and slightly

that they are less evolved.

Hog Heaven rocks do not show any systematic change
chemistry strati graphically through
significant differences exist

time.

Similarly,

in
no

in the chemistry of material

ejected from different vent sites of the three sequences.
However,

the paucity of data may prevent such

discriminations.
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Figure 14:

FeO-MgO-KgO + NagO diagram of samples from the Hog
Heaven volcanics. Sample numbers key to Table 4.
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Figures 15 and 16:

Peacock diagrams of SiOz vs. KgO and
KzO-CaO for samples from the Hog Heaven
volcanics. Sample numbers key to Table
4. Modified from Reynolds and Keith
(1982) after Peacock (1931).
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Figure 17:

Quartz-albite-orthoclase diagram for normative
mineralogy of Hog Heaven samples, plotted using
the technique of LeMaitrc (1976). The ternary
minimum for granitic melts at pressures of 1 kb,
3 kb, 5 kb, and 10 kb is shown after Hyndman (1985)
Symbols are the sane as Figure 12; sample numbers
key to Table 4.
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Figure 18:

Potash-soda-lirae diagram of samples from the Hog
Heaven volcanics. Sample numbers key to Table 4.
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Figure 19:

Barker diagrams for Hog Heaven felsic rocks.
are the same as Figure 12.
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Rare Earth Elements
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Nd

Sm
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Lu

Chondrlte-normalized rare-earth element (REE)
diagram of samples from the Hog Heaven volcanics
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A sample from a r h y o l i te flow yielded a low initial
strontium value of 0.7039 <Table
decay product of

87
Rb, which

1).

Because

^^Sr

is a

is concentrated in felsic

rocks,

a low initial-stron t iurn value

indicates either a

source

low in rubidium,

time for the rubidium

to decay

into strontium,

the r h y o l i te flow
the mantle,
but had

or b o t h .

Insufficient

itself came from the mantle

time to generate

^^Sr,

The

low value

because most rhyoli t ic magmas have high

strontium values,

on continental

Thus the low value from

indicates either direct derivation from

or a source which

is surprising,
initial

insufficient

crust,

(Fleck and Criss,

and the Hog Heaven volcanics lie

far to the northeast of the 0.706 line

1985).

The diabase dikes or flows that outcrop
volcanic sequence represent

the most mafic

in the Western
igneous material

probably contemporaneous with Hog Heaven volcan ism.
diabase

is so alkali-rich for

normative rock name
dated,

although Page

is latite.

its silica content

that

The
its

The diabase has not been

(1963) believes

it to be younger than

the lower ashflow unit of the Western volcanic sequence
because

it either cuts or caps

dikes cut

it.

Smaller,

altered diabase

the ashflow and volcaniclastIc unit of the

Southern volcanic sequence at Location

18.

Inte res tin gly , the REE pattern for the diabase sample
identical
(Fig.

20),

is

to those of the felsic Hog Heaven volcanic samples
yet also resembles the average REE pattern for
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continental
that

alkalic basalts (Hyndman,

1985).

This suggests

the similarity between REE of the diabase and the

felsic rocks

is fortuitous.

Problems arise

that the two melts from which

if it is assumed

these rocks were derived had a

common parent for the felsic rocks would be expected to show
significantly more fractionation,

and higher LREE.

Granite Xenoli ths

Pebble

to cobble-sized clasts of

intermediate

to felsic

intrusive rock occur within ashflow tuffs of the Eastern and
Western s e q u e n c e s .
material

scraped off

xenocrysts,
eruption.

Foreign rock clasts such as these can be
the throats of ventpipes, rest ite

or loose clasts swept off the ground during
Because no intrusive rocks outcrop within many

kilometers of the field area,

it is probable

that they

represent xenoliths derived from an unexposed

intrusion at

depth.
The clasts consist mostly of a massive, medium-grained,
porphyritic b i otite quartz monzonite or granite.

Sparse

clasts of a highly schistose quartz d ior ite were also found.
FH144

is a sample of the granite variety found within an

ashflow unit at Locality 24 (Plate 11).

Data from Table 4

indicates that FH144

composi tionally

is nearly

with Hog Heaven rocks.

identical

However,

the chemistry of FH144 also

resembles those of nearby Cretaceous to Eocene
(Hyndman,

1983).

intrusions
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Mineralization Within

the H o g H e a v e n V o l c a n ics

General

The Fiathead Mine,
Sequence,

is the leading silver producer of the Hog Heaven

Mining district.

Over 6,700,000 o z • of silver were produced

sporadically between
Mines,
initial

in the north portion of the Eastern

1926 and 1964 (Cossaboom,

1981).

CoCa

Inc., who currently controls the mine, estimates
mineable ore reserves of about 3 million standard

tons grading 6.93 oz./st silver and 0.014 oz/st gold.
The ore rests
of

in argillically altered and silicified rocks

the \fol can ic 1ast ic and upper flow units of the Eastern

volcanic s e q u e n c e .
represent

The altered and silicified rocks

late hydrothermal

and fumarolic activity at the

Flathead Mine volcanic vent, where heat-driven convection
cells leached metals from a silver-rich source and
redeposited them in fractures and permeable horizons within
the volcan ic 1ast ic rocks (Cossaboom,

1981).

Ore-grade

bodies occur at the Flathead, West Flathead,

and Ole Hill

mi n e s .
Ore min erals throughout
antimonial
silver

the district

malt i1di te (hypogene),

include galena and

argent!te and native

(supergene) with pyrite, q u a r t z , barite, clay

minerais,

and alunite as g a n g u e .

Open-space filling appears

to be the dominant mineralization process,

though
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Plate 11:

Photomicrograph of granite clast from ashflow tuff of
the Western Sequence. Broken phenocrysts of plagioclase and orthoclase rest in a finer-grained groundmass
of quartz and biotite. Crossed nichols.
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substantial

replacement also occurred

in permeable

sedimentary horizons,
Graybeal

<1981)

stated the orebody formed under acidic

conditions and high sulfur and oxygen fugacities, based on
coexisting alunite,
respect

kaolinite,

and hematite.

In this

the Flathead Mine resembles mineralization at

Summi tv i11e , Colorado.
At

the Flathead Mine,

the ore lies w i thin three horizontal

panels within volcan ic 1ast ic rocks, and along the
steeply-dipping sides of a quartz

latite porphyry

intrusive

(Jonson and Czehura,

1985).

Mineralization at the West

Flathead Mine occurs

in fractures and fumarolic pipes and

cavities within both Belt and volcanic
Ole Hill

tuffs and flows.

The

orebody lies within a thin vol canic1astic remnant

and underlying Belt rocks.
Two theories have been proposed to explain
*the mineralization at the Flathead Mine.
mi neralization
quartz

is coincident with

latite dome, which

and vented.

In one,

intrusion of a single

intruded the volcan Iclastic unit

Subsequent hydrothermal

along the contact between
unit,

the

the origin of

activity concentrated

the dome and the volcanic1astic

and spread along three permeable horizons within

the

volcanic sediments.
The second theory proposes that mineralization occurred
c o n t e mpora neously with several
Flathead Mine,

separate

intrusions at the

and that each of the three horizontal

panels
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were mi ne rali zed at a very shallow depth by a di fferent
intrusion.

After each panel

by additional
latite dome

layers of volcanic sediment.

It was covered

The final

quartz

intruded, crosscut t ing earlier features and

mine ral izing
Each

was mineralized,

Its flanks.

theory has strong and weak points.

Theory one cannot

explain mi ne rali zed clasts within unmineralized sediments,
though prolonged hydrothermal

activity could produce the

numerous crosscutt ing relationships observed.
explains

these points b e t t e r , but fails to show why

mineralization within
The

Theory two

the panels doesn^t follow bedding.

intrusions responsible for each period of mineralization

have not been

identified.

Characteristics of Epithermal

Epithermal

Silver Deposits

silver deposits form close to the surface

in

hot spring systems where heat from intrusive bodies drives
hydrothermal

convection cells (White,

Hydrothermal

fluids travel

1981; Buchanan 1981).

through fractures and permeable

horizons to deposit vein, fumarole,

and disseminated types

of mineralization.
These deposits have been classified by various workers
according to a number of different parameters.
<1977,

Watson

1980) classified the Flathead Mine as a Waterloo-type

silver deposit, which

is characterized by epithermal,

predomi nan tly si 1ver-bearing,

bulk tonnage deposits hosted
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by intermediate

to felsic volcan ic rocks.

Mineralization

is

usually finely disseminated within permeable host rocks but
also occurs
zones.

in veins and veinlets

in fractures or brecciated

Silicification and argillic

usually envelops the orebody;

to propyli t ic alteration

silica often encapsulates the

silver and correlates with silver grades.
Graybeal

<1981)

into two types.

subdivided disseminated silver deposits
One

is h igh

and low in gold, while
base metals and high
the former category.

in manganese and base metals

the other

in gold;

is low in manganese and

the Flathead Mine falls into

The proximity of an

igneous intrusion

to permeable units appears to be a major control

to both

types of mineralization.

Structural

and Stratigraphic Controls of Mineralization

within the Hog Heaven Mi ni n g District

Structures within both Belt rocks and the volcanic rocks,
and stratigraphy within
both

the volcanic pile strongly control

the location and grade of mineralization.

Openings

in

fractures and permeable stratigraphie horizons served as
conduits for hydrothermal

fluids and as sites for

mineralizat io n .
Mineralization appears to be associated with
north-str iking normal
volcanic rocks.

faults or fracture zones which cut the

Data from Table 6 indicates that virtually

every mine and prospect

in the district exhibits this
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structural

control.

Open-space

textures within dikes and

fumarolic cavities that follow this trend shows that
structural

dilatancy occurred.

As mentioned previously,

disseminated mineralization at the Flathead and Ole Hill
Mines occurred

in permeable stratigraphie horizons such as

the volcaniclastic unit.
The best ore zones exist where steep-dipping fracture
zones

intersect permeable stratigraphic horizons.

Flathead Mine,

a north-striking normal

At the

fault cuts the

volcaniclastic unit; mineralization decreases away from the
fault.

At

the Ole Hill Mine,

ore grade

in the

volcaniclastic rocks decreases away from north-striking
shear zones within

the Belt rocks.

Origin of the Silver

Zartman and Stacey (1971) analyzed three samples of vein
and replacement galena from mineralized rocks from the
Flathead, West Flathead,
isotopes (Table

I).

and Battle Butte mines for lead

Their ratios plot close

to the 1.2 b.y.

isochron (Fig. 21).
Allo w i n g for a slight change
remobilization,

in ratios due to

it appears that lead from the Hog Heaven

district was derived from a middle Proterozoic
source.

Both

underlie

the district,

in a g e .

the Ravalli

(Belt)

Group and the Prichard Formation

and are considered middle Proterozoic
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The R e v e t t Formation

(lowermost Ravalli

silver deposits at Troy to the northwest.
mineralization also occurs

in Ravalli

Cabinet mounta ins to the west,
mineralization
south.

is found

However,

Copper-si1ver

Group rocks in the

and copper-lead-zinc-silver

In the Coeur d'Alene district

the thickness of the Ravalli

the Flathead Mine may be
metals,

Group) hosts

insufficient

to the

Group under

to provide all of the

and copper concentrations from the Coeur d'Alene

district are higher

than those of the Hog Heaven district.

The Prichard Formation also underlies the Flathead Mine at
some depth below the Ravalli
it is rich

in silver,

Group.

Like the Flathead Mi n e ,

lead, and zinc.

Either or both of

these units are likely sources of the metals

in the Flathead

Mine.
Silver,

lead, copper,

and zinc mineralization at Ulallace,

Idaho occurs both as stratabound orebodies and as
remobilized veins that parallel
in the Ravalli

Group

the near-vertical

cleavage

(Ramalingaswamy and C h e n e y , 1982).

Interest in g l y , silver and lead entered these veins
p r e f e r e n t i a l 1y .

The age of remobilization of the metals

into the veins occurred before

the

intrusion of late

Cretaceous p 1utons related to the Idaho batholith.
speculate
beneath

that

if this process had occurred

One can

in the rocks

the Hog Heaven volcanic field, hydrothermal

waters

w o uld have had easy access to metals lying along these
cleavage planes.

Table 6.

Structural Controls of the,Hog Heaven Mining District (from Shenon, 1935; Shenon and Taylor,
1936; Johns and others, 19b3; CoCa Mines, Inc., company reports)

Location

Host Rock

Structural Controls

Flathead Mine

Latite porphyry and volcanic
sediments.

Latite intrudes steep, N-striking fault zone.
Mineralization primarily open-space filling
along fractures, and replacement in permeable
zones.

West Flathead Mine

Volcanic sediments, latite
porphyry, Ravalli Group
Argillites (Belt).

Veins follow N- to NE-striking fracture zones
until cut off by N-striking normal fault.

Ole Hill Mine

Thin veneer of volcanic sedi
ments or ashflow atop Ravalli
Group (Belt).

NW-striking fractures cut the Belt below the
deposit and acted as channels for hydrothermal
fluids.

Mary Ann Mine

Latite porphyry and volcanic
sediments.

NE-striking fracture zones.

South Battle Butte Mine

Latite porphyry and Ravalli
Group Argillites (Belt).

Mineralization occurs along steep NE-striking
fault contact between latite porphyry and Belt
rocks.

Martin Prospect

Volcanic sediments.

Martin vein strikes N and dips steeply E until
cut off on the north by a post-mineralization
E-W fault.

Donald Adit

Pebbly tuff, latite porphyry.

Mineralization along NW-striking fault which
separates these units.

Kofford Ridge Prospect

Volcanic sediments and Belt
paleosol

None known

Margarite Mine

Volcanic sediments (?) and
Ravalli Group (Belt).

Mineralization trends NE along a fractured and ^
brecciated zone,
^
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♦0.00

Groupings for Mes020)C
or Cenozoic deposits os
given in Toble 3
^ Group I
X Group 2
6 Group 3
O Group 4

39.00

*T

Û. 19.40

19.20

Figure 21;

17.00

19.00

Pb'oypf**

20.00

Lead Isotope diagrams from mineral deposits in northwest
Montana and northern Idaho. Samples of lead from the
Flathead, West Flathead and Battle Butte mines (shown
in red) plot along the 1.2 b.y. isochron. From
Zartman and Stacey (1971).
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C o n e 1 u s io n s

Relationship

to Cenozoic Volcanic Rocks of the Western

Un Ited States

The Hog Heaven volcanics erupted
environment undergoing regional
active continental
field

margin

in an epicontinental

extension,

(Chadwick,

inland from an

1985).

The volcanic

is dominated by felsic-rich rocks, has no

intermedi ate-composi t ion rocks,
diabase.

and sparse amounts of

Potassi um-argon dates plot with

volcanic suites

in Montana.

those of bimodal

They contain an epithermal

prec ious-me tal deposit similar

to those found in Tertiary

volcanic rocks of Nevada and California (Wa tson, 1980;
G r e y b e a l , 1981).

All

of these features

Hog Heaven volcanics are similar

indicate

that the

to the tension-related

volcan ism characteristic of the Basin and Range province
middle

to late Cenozoic

However,

in

time.

the Hog Heaven volcanics outcrop far north of the

area usually referred to as the Basin and Range province
(Fenneman,

1946).

closely with

Their age and composition correlates

the cessation of andesitic volcan Ism and the

beginning of rhyolIt ic ashflow volcan ism in the Great Basin
about 34 m.y.

ago (Silberman and others,

However, major extension did not occur
until

about

17-14 m.y.

together with

ago, when normal

1978).
in the Great Basin
faulting occurred

the eruption of voluminous basalt and lesser
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r h y o l it e , creating the c h a r a c ter ist ic bimodal

Basin and

Range assemblage

(Stewart,

1978).

the Hog Heaven volcanics erupted

Although

concurrently with normal

1978; Christiansen and McKee,

-faulting,

they contain only a small

percentage of mafic rocks.

History of Structure and Volcan ism within the Little
Bitterroot Va lley

The Little Bitterroot Valley opened in response to
post-mId-Eocene regional

extension and the activation of

generally north-trending normal

or listric normal

These faults utilized a pre-existing,
structural

faults.

near-vertical

wea knes s which probably formed when thrust sheets

stepped up and over a thickened continental

crust during

mid-C ret ace ous to early Eocene orogeny.
Drainage patterns,
normal

faults,

and the location of vent sites along

suggest

that the Little Bitterroot Valley

began forming before extrusion of the Hog Heaven volcanics,
and that magm a rose
surface.

through

Available evidence

these fault zones to the
indicates that the volcanic

rocks erupted onto a gently rolling valley floor, not on the
surrounding hills.
At

least

three major vent areas exist,

around the Flathead Mine,
Hill.

Probably more

located at or

the Sunset Quarry,

and Sullivan

than one vent occurs at each vent area.
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Stratigraphie controls are so poor that, with
of some flows,

it is impossible

from which v e n t .

to determine which unit came

The rocks near each vent area record a

broadly similar sequence of events,
each sequence may not correlate
Generally,

the exception

although

the units of

in time.

volcan ism began with

the eruption of poorly to

densely-welded ashflow tuffs, which rest directly on Belt
rocks or a thin Belt paleosol.
in depressions,

Because ashflow tuffs pond

the outcrops of ashflow material

early areas of topographic

low In the valley.

flows may be associated with

define

Rhyolitic

the ashflow eruptions.

Volcan ic 1ast ic rocks rest on the ashflows

in many places.

They consist primarily of volcanic mudflows and breccias,
water 1a in sandstones, and conglomerates together with
\
variable amounts of ashflow tuffs, domes, and flows.
places this unit rests on eroded ashflow t u f f .
amount of reworked material

In

The large

suggests that erosion and

redeposition outpaced volcan ism during this time, and that a
relative

lull

in igneous activity occurred.

The emplacement of quartz
trachyte domes,

flows,

latite, rh y olite, and quartz

and shallow

intrusions constituted

the last major volcanic event of the Hog Heaven field.
most
are

In

locations the flows lie on the v olcanic1astic unit, and
located on or near normal

the volcanic rocks.

faults which

themselves cut
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Hog Heaven mineralization occurred when shallow
were emplaced along north-trendi ng normal

faults and

■fractures, and contacted the vol can i d ast ic unit.
hydrothermal

convection cell was established,

rose

these fracture zones

through

sediments close

to the surface

mineralization.
cap

intrusions

A

and fluids

Into the permeable

to form the disseminated

A few post-mineralization rhyoli t ic flows

the sequence and are probably the last

igneous event of

the Hog Heaven field.
Faulting

in the Little Bitterroot valley apparently

occurred starting

in pre-ear 1y Oligocène

Heaven volcanic rocks have been
their eruption 30.8-36.0 m.y.

time.

The Hog

tilted as much as 30o since

ago.

The Eastern and Southern

volcanic sequences dip predom inan 11y west while
volcanic sequence

tilts e a s t .

the Western

Later water lain gravels along

the northern Little Bitterroot River tilt lOo,
^opposite direction of the earlier

tilt.

in the

This suggests that

the western sequence may have been tilted more prior to
deposition of the gravels,
original

attitude.

Reservoir,
still

then tilted back towards its

Recent fault scarps south of Hubbard

and recent seismicity,

indicate

that faulting is

occurr ing.

Magma Genesis, Assimilation, and Differentiation
The

tectonic setting,

composition,

and geology of the Hog

Heaven volcanic field place constraints on the source and

Ill

me chanisms of magma genesis,

including;

(I) the whole rock

chemistry samples display a narrow range of silica
composition

towards the felsic end of the spectrum,

<2)

their peralum inous composition points to an alumina-rich
source,

<3)

they erupted onto continental

crust some

distance away from existing andean arcs, within a tens ional
environment,

(4)

the Marker diagrams

differentiation occurred,

indicate little or no

(5) samples plot compositional 1y

at the ternary min imum for granitic rocks, suggesting that
they formed as a partial melt of rocks of
felsic composition,
the r h y o l i te flow
continental
Potential

(6)

the low initial-stront ium value from

indicates little or no contamination by

crust.
sources for rhyolitic magmas within a tens ional

'basin and r a n g e ' environment
continental

intermediate to

mantle

(Elston,

include partial melting of

1976), differentiation of

intermediate-composition magmas (Lipman and others,
partial
Cole,
The

melting of continental

crust (Ewart and Stipp,

1968;

1973) or andean arc rocks.
theory for origin of Hog Heaven magmas from partial

melting of continental

mantle and subsequent differentiation

is supported by the low intial
r h y o l i te flow (Table I).
evidence argue against
(1)

1978),

strontium value from the

However,

a number of lines of

this:

Hog Heaven felsic rocks have a restricted range

c o m p o s i t i o n a l 1y .

If they were derived from the mantle,
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copious amounts of mafic and intermediate differentiates
would be produced,
within

yet

these are not seen on the surface

the Hog Heaven volcanic field.

Arguably,

the quartz

di or ite clasts from the ashflow unit could signify their
presence at d e p t h .

If this was the case,

range of composition would still

remain a problem.

quartz monzonite clasts are nearly
the volcanic rocks.

Small

the restricted

identical

The

chemically to

amounts of partial melt from the

mantle could have produced the diabase dikes.
<2)

Harker diagrams (Figure

little or no differentiation
(3)

19) seem to indicate that

took place,

Hog Heaven rocks plot along the ternary minimum on a

quartz-albite-orthoclase diagram (Figure 17), suggesting
they formed as a partial melt of an
parent.

intermediate to felsic

If Hog Heaven magmas were derived from the mantle,

then one w ould expect

the samples to plot along a line from

the albi te corner

to the ternary minimum, representing

differentiates of

intermediate

(4)

Liquid

to felsic compositions,

immiscibi1 ity could produce felsic- and mafic-

rich m a g m a s , but little experimental
silicates of this

compositional

no field evidence

within

immiscibiIity occurred.

evidence exists for

range (H y n d m a n , 1985), and

the Hog Heaven field

indicates that

Again, much more mafic than felsic

ma gma w ould be produced.
The differentiation of

intermedi ate-composi t ion magmas

associated with plate convergence could produce r h yol ite.
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Hog Heaven rocks are similar
strontium concentration and
(Peterman and others,
activity

to Cascade volcanic rocks in
initial

1970).

strontium values

The pattern of

igneous

in Mont ana has been ascribed to a slab subducting

at very low angle creating orogenic volcan ism far
(Coney and Reynolds,
H o w e v e r , several
not

the case.

1977; Fountain,

1981).

lines of reasoning suggest

that this is

Although subduction was going on nearly 1000

km to the west during the Oligocene (Atwater,
1978),

inland

1970; Coney,

the composition and setting of Hog Heaven volcanic

rocks don't fit an Andean arc model.

Melts of andesitic

composition predominate above subdue 11 on zones;
Heaven volcanic field contains no andésite.

the Hog

Silica,

alkalies, minor and rare earth element signatures more
closely resemble
arcs.

those of epicontinental magmas than Andean

The Hog Heaven volcanics appear

tensional

environment,

Greater evidence

to be related to a

not a convergent one.

indicates that Hog Heaven magmas were

derived from partial

melting of continental

crust,

likliest source of felsic magmas of epicontinental
(Hyndman,

1985; White and others,

1986).

the
affinity

Rocks derived from

such ma gmas commonly display a narrow range of compositions
cl ustered around the ternary minimum for granitic melts.
Hog Heaven compositions plot close to this ternary minimum
(Figure

17), for pressures

in the range of 7-9 kb.
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Figure 22 shows the pres s u r e - temperature regions of
partial

melting for granitic compositions under a range of

water p r e s s u r e s .

Granites can be generated at temperatures

of approx imately 700*C and pressures of 2 kilobars, with
5%-l0% w a t e r .

H o w e v e r , if Hog Heaven magmas contained

appreciable water,
surface;

Hog Heaven magmas must have been relatively dry.

Upper amphibolite
partial

they never would have reached the

to granulite conditions are required for

mel ting of continental

crust under low water

pressures.
Because Hog Heaven magmas do not seem to have undergone
extreme fractionation,
point

rare earth element plots probably

to a moderate ly to highly differentiated source

<F Igure 20).
Although numerous models have been proposed to generate
m elt s of peraluminous composition,
Heaven volcanic field,

such as those of the Hog

the partial melting of subalurninous

to peralum inous crust remains the most viable (Chappell
White,
1984).

1974; Hal Ii day and others,
Peralumi nous

exclusively

and

1981; Noble and others,

intrusive rocks occur almost

In continental

environments

inboard of the

'quartz d ior i te line'.
Some evidence suggests that Hog Heaven magmas formed as a
partial

melt of pelitic sediments.

Thompson

(1982)

completed a study of partial melts of pell tic compositions
using very

low water pressures, which simulate Hog Heaven
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magmas.

He concluded that pelitic rocks with excess silica

can melt under near-dry conditions at 650*C to 7 5 0 °C and 3
to 7 kb,

in general

composition of the

agreement with Figure 22,
initial

melt

The predicted

is very similar to Hog

Heaven rocks (Figure 23).
However,

the Precambrian Belt pelitic rocks that underlie

the Hog Heaven field have very high
(Fleck and Criss,

unitial-strontium values

1985; Figure 24).

derived from these rocks,

If Hog Heaven were

they should have a similar

initial

strontium value.
The argument for a partially-melted continental
source seems reasonable except for the initial

crust

strontium

data, which points towards a source of recent mantle
derivation.
a partial
rock of

The most

melt from a h igh-alumi na,

intermediate

possibility,
partial

likely source of Hog Heaven magmas

is

low initial-stronti um

to felsic composition.

Thus the fourth

that Hog Heaven magmas were derived from a

melt of

intermediate- composition andean arc rocks,

seems to fit the data best.
The

initial

along with

strontium from the Hog Heaven rhyolite plots

the low

Intial-strontium,

h igh-alum ina tonalité

to quartz diorite plutons of andean arc origin
Criss,

1985).

(Fleck and

These plutons outcrop far to the west

eastern Washington and western
the quartz diorite and the

in

Idaho, on the other side of

initial

strontium 0.706 lines,

and the presumed edge of continental

basement rocks.
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Intermediate
chemical

to felsic plutons of this isotopic and

composition could represent source material

Hog Heaven volcanics.
granodiorite clasts
strong evidence
depth.

for the

The presence of schistose diorite and

in the eastern ashflow tuff unit

that an unexposed

is

igneous complex exists at

If these plutons formed as a result of

mid -Cr etaceous to m id-Eocene subdue t io n , their

initial

strontium values Mould be low, due to insufficient
radiogenic strontium to form.
strontium

time for

The high concentration of

in Hog Heaven rocks would buffer

the effects of

moderate assimilation of radiogenic Precambrian crust.
This model

also has

its problems.

This hypothetical

igneous complex underlying the Hog Heaven volcanic field
lies far

to the northeast of the 0.706 line.

Exposed

plutons of the Idaho and Lolo batholiths to the southwest
have

initial-stront ium values mostly greater than 0.708

(Fleck and Criss,

1985).

In addition,

that pressure release and basalt
this
rocks

it seems fortuitous

injection would melt only

igneous complex and not the surrounding radiogenic
into which

it was emplaced.

A reasonable

inference

woul d be that radiogenic basement rocks do not underlie

the

Hog Heaven volcanics.
Two mechanisms probably contributed to partial melting of
the lower crust
of

to generate Hog Heaven m a g m a s .

The opening

the Little Bitterroot V a l 1ey was accompanied by uplift

and faulting which, with any amount of water

in the magma,
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Figure 22:

Diagram showing region of partial melting
for rocks of granitic composition at
various water pressures. From Hyndman (1985)
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Figure 23:

Diagram showing initial melt composition for dry
politic rocks. This diagram plots Al^0^+F^20^
Ka O-CaO vs. KAIO^ vs. FeO+MnO. Peraluminous samples
of Hog Heaven volcanic rocks plot close to this initial
melt composition; sample numbers key to Table 4. After
Thompson (1982).
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Figure 24:

Graph showing stronciun concentration
versus initial strontium for Idaho
batholith and Belt Supergroup rocks,
from Fleck and Criss (1985). Idaho
batholith rocks plot along a mixing
line between low initial strontium rocks
of andean arc origin (lower left) and
Belt Supergroup rocks (upper right).
The single Hog Heaven initial strontium
sample, shown in red, plots along with
andean arc rocks.
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wo uld lead to pressure release melting.

The diabase dikes

which cut units of the southern and western volcanic
sequences suggest

that mantle-generated melts added

additional

Regional

heat.

extension probably facilitated

the rise of this basaltic melt
From
rose

its source

in the lower or middle crust,

isostat!c a l 1y until

zone, where

into the source area.
the melts

reaching the top of the ductile

they concentrated along fractures and normal

faults and rose

to the surface.

Assimilation was probably

insignificant during the rise of

magma to the surface, because
indicates little superheat.

the abundance of phenocrysts
In addition,

the

ini t ial-stron 11um value suggests little to no continental
contami nat io n .
It

is difficult from available evidence to assess the

possibility of a magma chamber beneath the Hog Heaven field.
Regional

aeromagnettcs and gravity reveal

evidence for such a structure
1971).

Harker diagrams

(Witkind,

no geophysical

1977; LaPoint,

indicate either that differentiation

wa s not a dominant process,

or that

if it occurred,

the

liquid lines of descent of each melt did not follow linearly
from each other.
Similarly,

the diorite

the ashflow do not appear

to granodiorite xenocrysts found in
to be a magmatic

'parent'

re presenting the dominant volume of a magma chamber.

The

co mpositions and REE pattern of the xenocrysts are similar
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to Hog Heaven rocks,
crystal 1 ized early
field suggests
chamber.

but

the fact

that

it was completely

in the eruptive history of the volcanic

it is

too old to be part of the magma

The similarity

in composition is better explained

by the piuton ic rocks being the partially melted source of
Hog Heaven magmas.
Magmas conceivably rose up faults and fracture zones so
quickly that

they did not differentiate.

compositions of the original melts,

In that case,

the

together with possible

assimilation or magma mixing, would have been the only
significant processes acting on composition.

Summary of Relationship Between Structure, Volcan ism, and
Mi nerali zation

A complex sequence
pattern of volcan ism
Heaven volcanic rocks.
step

(1)

the

and mineralization recorded in the Hog
Each event appears to be a necessary

in the formation of the volcanic rocks and silver

deposit,
They

of events combined to produce

and many follow as a response to a previous one.

include;
Silver mineralization of lower Belt rocks, which

served as source rocks to Hog Heaven mineralization
were
by

later remobilized through hydrothermal

intrusions related to volcanism.

that

convection cells
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(2)

The format ion of the mid-Cretaceous to Pal eocene

spaced cleavage by thrust sheets stepping eastwards over
thickened Archean basement
<3)

<?) rocks,

Post-mid-Eocene extensi onal

faulting which utilized

this spaced cleavage as avenues of weakness,

creating the

Little Bitterroot V a l 1e y ,
<4)

Pressure release and/or basalt

lower crust,

both facilitated by regional

uplift, which
of

led to partial

intermediate
(5)

injection

into the

tension and

melting of alumina-rich rocks

to felsic composition,

The rising of this rhyolitic magma

faults and fractures,

into tensional

and subsequent eruption as the Hog

Heaven volcanics,
(6)

A brief hiatus of volcanic activity

in which

deposition of permeable volcanic sediments outpaced
volcanism within
<7)

the Eastern volcanic sequence,

The emplacement of a quartz

tensional

fault and

latite

intrusion along a

into permeable sediments at the Flathead

Mi ne ,
<8)

The establishment of a hydrothermal

which resulted

convection cell

in the leaching of metals from the Belt rocks

and their redeposition as sulfides within fractures and
permeable sediments at the Flathead Mine.
Thi s sequence of events that led to mineralization within
the Hog Heaven district has implications for other
volcanic -ho ste d epithermal

deposits.

It

is apparent, for
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example,

that mine rali zin g fluids had ready access to the

nearby Belt source rocks through pre-volcanic structural
controls.

Regional

extension not only created fracture

zones for the rise of magma and fluids, but also seems
responsible for mel ting the lower crust and providing a
magmatic heat source which drove

the convection cell.

The

strongest mineralization occurred precisely where the heat
source, fracture zones,

and permeable horizons

intersected.
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APPENDIX ONE
PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTIONS OF SAMPLES FROM THE HOG HEAVEN VOLCANICS

Key to Abbreviations
Minerals
ap
carb
chi
ep
hbl
hem
lim
mag
op
or
ser
sph
zir

—
-

apatite
carbonate
chlorite
epidote
hornblende
hematite
1 imonite
magnetite
opaques
orthoclase
sericite
sphene (titanite)
zircon

Textures
alt
bp
de
ff
gp
hem
bg
if
mk
ms
mw
nw
PP
pw
qr
so
we
vs
vp

-

-

-

altered
broken phenocrysts
partially devitrified glass
flow foliation
glomeroporphyrit ic
intense hematite stain
hypidiomorphic granular
intergrown plagioclase and
myrmekit ic
massive
moderately welded (lenghth:
nonwelded or very poorly we
porphyritic
partially welded (length :wi
quartz resorbed
subophitic
weathered extensively
vesicular
vapor phase crystallization

APPENDIX 1.

Part A:

Sample
FHlOl
FH106a
FH133A
FHI44.1
FH144.3
FH157
FH159
FH164
FH175
SB/M
ZN002A
ZN002B
ZN003
ZN007A
ZN007B
ZN007C
ZN009A
ZNOllA
ZNOllB
ZN016A
ZN020
ZN022
ZN023
ZN024
ZN028
ZN029
ZN031E

Unit
Tae
Tre
Tvce (clast)
Taw (clast)
Taw
Taw
Taw
Taw
Tre
Taw (clast)
Tre
Tre
Tre
Tede
Tede
Tede
Tae
Tvse (clast)
Tae
Tae
Tre
Tae
Tae
Tae
Tas
Tas
Tvcs (dike)

Rock Name
Partly welded tuff
Trachyte porphyry
Porphyritic rhyolite
Granite
Moderately welded tuff
Alkalic diabase
Moderately-welded tuff
Poorly welded tuff
Porphyritic latite
Granite
Quartz trachyte porphyry
Latite porphyry
Rhyolite porphyry
Rhyolite
Rhyoli te
Latite or quartz latite
Partly welded tuff
Rhyolite flow
Welded tuff
Welded tuff
Altered quartz latite
Welded rhyolite tuff
Poorly welded tuff
Partly welded tuff
Partly welded tuff
Partly welded rhyolite tuff
Altered diabase dike

Igneous Rocks
%
Quartz
1
1
0
20
1
0

5
0

15

2
8

5

% Plagio
%
Sanidine
clase
26

12

20

25
15
25 (or)

25
48
35
65
12
20
12

20

4

7

8
6

30
25
35

45 (or)
35

4

20

8
20
20
20

35
15

3
3
7

8

30

6
0

22

15

30
?
25
15

10

5

6

3

3

2
6

3
3
4

10

12
8
0

?
5
7
4

%
Biotite

20

18
30
15
60

?
10
12
10
10
10
8

6

8

3
3
3
3
5?
4
4
4
4
3
2

Other
Minerals
op, ap
aug, hbl, sph
alt, hbl, aug
ep, op
ep, op
^
aug, opx, op
hbl, op
sph
alt, aug
hbl, carb, ser, py
hbl, sh, zir, op
sph, zir, ap, op
aug, hbl, sph, ap
mag
hbl, sph, ep
op, alt, hbl
op
hbl, sph, ep, ap
ap, sph, op
mag
clay

sp, ap
hbl, sph, ap
mag, chi, alt, aug

w
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Sample
FHlOl
FH106a
FH133A
FH144.1
FH144.3
FH157
FHI59
FH164
FH175
SB/M
ZN002A
ZN002B
ZN003
ZN007A
ZN007B
ZN007C
ZN009A
ZNOllA
ZNOllB
ZN016A
ZN020
ZN022
ZN023
ZN024
ZN028
ZN029
ZN031E

P a r t A:

Igneous

Rocks

continued

Groundmass
v.f.g. - glassy
V . f. g .

v.f.g. - glassy
med.-grained
v.f.g. - glassy
v.f.g. plag laths
glassy, devlt.
glassy, devlt.
v.f.g. - glassy
med.-grained
f'g.
f.g.
v.f.g.
v.f.g. - glassy
v.f.g.
v.f.g.
v.f.g. - glassy
v.f.g. to glassy
v.f.g. - glassy
chi, clay alt
altered
glssy - v.f.g.
glassy
glassy - v.f.g.
glassy
glassy
f.g., altered aug

Textures
PP,
PP,
PP,
gp.
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,

mw. de
bp. m s , 0 2 , plag An 20
ff. we
m s , mk
mw. plag An 32
ff, so, we
mw
nw. v s , vp
alt
hg, bp
ff, If, plag An 27
ff, If, plag An 22
ff, 0 2 , plag An 22-32
ms, qr. plag An 27
ms , qu. plag An 25
ff, vs. plag An 26
pw. vp
de, plag An 23
pw, de we, plag An 27
we, pw
alt
pw. de. plag An 24
nw. plag An 27
pw. gr. plag An 25
pw. 0 2 , plag An 34
pw. plag An 28
ff, we

w
-p>
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Sample
ZN032A
ZN032E
ZN037
ZN040
ZN041A
ZN041B
ZN041C
2N042A
ZN046
ZN048
ZN050A
2N050C
ZN103B
ZN105
ZN108
ZN112
ZN114
ZN119

1,

P a r t A:

Unit

Igneous Rocks

continued

Rock Name

Tas
Poorly welded rhyolite tuff
1 rs
Dacite
Tvcs
Welded rhyolite tuff breccia
Tre
Latite or quartz latite
Tre
Quartz trachyte
Tre
Latite or quartz latite
Tre
Latite or quartz latite
Tre
Quartz latite or latite
Trw
Rhyolite
Trw
Dacite or latite
Trw
Latite or dacite
Trw
Latite orrhyolite
Trs
Latite or quartz latite
Tvcs
Welded tuff breccia
Tvcs (clast) Latite clast in mudflow
re
Latite porphyry flow
Tvce (dike) Latite or rhyolite dike
Tvcw (clast) Rhyolite

%
Quartz
2

% Plagie-

clase

%
Sanidine

20

12

25

3-8

3

20

2

25
15
25
20

8
8
20
10
22

25

30

10

8
8
12
20

2

24
20

3
0
1

9
3

14
16
9
12

13
7

%
Biotite
4
5
2

3
2

5
3
3
3
1

5
3
4

Other
Minerals
mag, sph, zir
zir, mag
ap, op
hbl, sph, chi, clay
ap, sph, mag
sph,ep, mag
sph, mag
zir, mag
hbl, sph, mag
hbl, sph, mag
gar, sph, mag
ep, mag
sph, lim, mag

2

8
10

4

35
35

25

20

0

3
5

2

hem, clay
sph, mag
mag
sph, op

w

Ln
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Sample
ZN032A
2N032E
ZN037
ZN040
ZN041A
ZN041B
ZN041C
ZN042A
ZN046
ZN048
ZN050A
ZN050C
ZN103B
ZN105
ZN108
ZN112
ZN114
ZN119

1.

P a r t A:

Igneous Rocks

continued

Groundmass
glassy
v.f.g.
altered, glassy
v.f.g., alt
v.f.g.
v.f.g.
v.f.g.
v.f.g., slight alt
glassy
v.f.g. to glassy
glassy to v.f.g.
glassy to v.f.g.
v.f.g. devitrified
chl-alt, glassy
devit glass
f'S'
V.f.g.
f.g'

Textures
PP»
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,
PP,

pw. 0 2 , plag An 32
oz. plag An 38
mw. high % Belt clasts
vs, alt, plag An 30
m s, if, plag An 27
ff. oz, if, plag An 22
ff, plag An 25
m s , oz, plag An 22-27
ff. de, mafics alt, plag
maf ics alt
ff. garnet-bearing, plag
ff. plag An 27
ff. de, plag An 26
mw, we, high % Belt clast
ff. we
ff
ms
m s , we

u>
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Part B:

Belt Metasedimentary and Tertiary Volcaniclastic Rocks

FH143A

Unit pCbr— Belt (Ravalli Group) metasiltstone/quartzite.
Biotite-grade metamorphism. 80% fine-grained subangular
quartz grains with biotite overgrowths, 15% green biotite,
5% sericite (interstitial).

FH143B

Unit pCbr— Belt (Ravalli Group) metasiltstone. Biotitegrade metamorphism. Interbedded silt-rich and quartz-rich
layers. 45% interstitial sericite as 40% fine-grained
quartz showing pressure solution features, 8 % metamorphic
biotite, randomly-oriented, 5% epidote, 3% opaques
(magnetite).

FH143C

Unit Tvcw— Lahar. Belt clasts (15%) and volcanic clasts
(20 %) float in massive, clay-altered volcanic matrix.
Numerous volcanic feldspar and biotite grains are rounded
and fragmented.

FH143E

Unit pCbr— Belt (Ravalli Group) quartzite. Biotite-grade
metamorphism. 96% fine-grained quartz showing pressure
solution features, 2 % fine-grained detrital feldspar, 2 %
fine-grained metamorphic biotite.

FH143F

Unit pCbr— Belt (Ravalli Group) quartzite. 90% medium- to
fine-grained subangular quartz, 5% detrital feldspar, 5%
very vine-grained silt-sericite in grain interstices.

FH147A

Unit pCbr— Belt (Ravalli Group) silty quartzite. 80%
subrounded detrital quartz, 10 % sericite along bedding in
former silty laminae, 5% opaques (magnetite), 5% unknown.

FH152A

Unit Tvcw— Volcanic breccia. Granule- to cobble-sized
clasts of Belt rocks and altered rhyolitic flows float in
poorly-sorted volcanic matrix*

ZNOOIA

Unit Tvce— Volcanic lastic sandstone. Massive, well-sorted
fine-grained quartz sandstone mixed with silt. Granule
sized subangular clasts of Belt (5%) and rhyolite (8 %)
float in this matrix.

ZNOOIB

Unit Tvce— Volcanic breccia. Subangular to subrounded
clasts of rhyolite (40%) and Belt (20%) up to pebble size
rest in poorly-sorted matrix made up of volcanic material.
Some of the volcanic clasts are of a volcanic conglomerate
which itself contains volcanic clasts.

ZN005A

Unit Tps— Belt breccia (paleosoil). Composed of angular to
subangular Belt quartzite fragments in slightly hematized,
clay-altered Belt matrix.
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ZN005B

Unit pCbr— Belt (Ravalli Group) quartzite. Fine-grained,
subangular quartz grains (90%) with lesser metamorphic
biotite and clay. Very well sorted.

ZN012A

Unit Tvce— Volcanic lastic breccia. Subangular to angular
clasts of biotite-grade Belt quartzite and argillite (15%),
igneous quartz grains (10%). Clay-altered volcanic clasts
(30%) float in a highly clay-altered, hematitic silty
matrix.

ZN017

Unit pCbr— Altered Belt (Ravalli Group) quartzite,
Subangular fine-grained quartz grains (80%-90%) and
fine-grained interstitial metamorphic sericite (10 %-20 %)
are well-sorted. Sericite occupies former silty layers and
thus defines a crude bedding.

ZN018

Unit Tvce— Altered volcanic silts tone. Fine-grained,
subangular quartz grains (10%-20 %) rest in an
argillically-altered matrix of sericite and clay (73%-85%).
Very fine-grained pyrite (5%) is weathering to hematite.

ZN025C

Unit Tvce— Volcanic silts tone. Well-sorted, subangular
silt- to fine sand-sized quartz and lesser feldspar grains,
slightly weathered.

ZN025D

Unit Tvce— Silty volcanic sandstone. Very poorly sorted
Belt (20%), altered volcanic clasts (10%), and large quartz
grains (15%) rest in a silt- to fine sand-sized matrix of
quartz, weathered feldspars, and clay.

ZN025E

Unit Tvce— Volcanic siltstone. Granule to pebble-sized
clasts of subrounded Belt and volcanic clasts rest in a
well-sorted, subangular silt- to fine sand-sized matrix of
quartz and lesser feldspar grains. Some of the Belt clasts
are elongate parallel to a crude bedding.

ZN033

Unit Tvcs— Silicified volcanic sandstone and conglomerate.
Sandstone consists of coarse sand-sized, subrounded Belt
and rhyolite in a silty matrix. The conglomerate is
The rock is
similar but contains clasts up to cobble size
silicified and hematite-stained.

ZN034

Unit Tvcs— Bedded volcanic conglomerate. Clasts of
subrounded Belt (20%—30%), rhyolite (10%) up to 1 cm size
and 0.5 cm subrounded quartz, biotite, and feldspar (30%)
rest in a sand- to silt-sized volcanic matrix. Poorly
sorted. Minor sericite and clay alteration.
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ZN035B

Unit Tvcs— Weathered volcanic sandstone. Gravel-sized
clasts of Belt rock together with angular feldspar grains
rest in a weathered, hematized silt- to sand-sized matrix.
Very poorly sorted; crude bedding exists as a result of
beds with differing grain size.

ZN036

Unit Tvcs— Volcanic sandstone. Gravel-sized clasts of Belt
and volcanic rocks rest in finer-grained matrix of silt and
sand-sized quartz and weathered feldspar. Clast supported,
and very poorly sorted.

ZN037

Unit Tvcs— Lahar. Subrounded Belt (15%) and volcanic
clasts (30%) up to 2 cm float in a highly weathered silty
matrix.

ZN045

Unit Tvcw— Poorly laminated volcanic siltstone. Sand-sized
grains of subangular quartz and lesser feldspar grains of
subangular quartz and lesser feldspar show faint bedding.
Well-sorted.

ZN102A

Unit Tvcs— Volcanic siltstone. Moderately-sorted clay and
silt containing sparse sand-sized subangular quartz and
weathering feldspar grains.

ZN117A

Unit Tvcw— Bedded volcanic siltstone. Pebble and granule
sized clasts of Belt and sparse volcanic clasts rest in
si 1t-clay matrix. Minor subangular quartz and weathered
feldspar grains.

ZN119

Unit Tvcw— Lahar. Subangular Belt (15%) and rhyolite (15/&)
clasts, and crystals of sanidine, plagioclase, biotite, and
quartz (40%) up to 0.5 cm float in a silt- to clay-sized
matrix. Very poorly sorted.

ZN120A

Unit Tvcw— Silty volcanic sandstone, Subrounded Belt
granules (15%), rounded volcanic granules (15%), and sand
sized quartz grains (10%) lie in a silty, clay matrix. Ver
poorly sorted, no bedding.

